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1. Introduction 
 

Together with two other students, I was selected to represent the Netherlands in an 

international project “PEOPLE” during the period of October 2018 - July 2019. The aim of 

the project was close collaboration between students at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and 

an energy network company “Alliander”. Through their participation in this project, students 

were able to develop their professional skills needed for industry. Meanwhile, the partnering 

company received the research paper based on their individual case. The research topic - the 

renewable energy implementation process in a renovation project of the four social housing 

complexes in Emmeloord, the Netherlands - was assigned by the “Alliander’s” company. The 

topic of the renovation project of the four social housing complexes in Emmeloord - was 

chosen for the master thesis as well.  

 

The project of restoring the four social apartment housing complexes started in September, 

2019. After the renovation, the apartments had to become more environmentally friendly in 

terms of their heating system and by isolating them better. This study focuses on the main 

four stakeholders: the housing cooperative “Mercatus”, the residents of the four social 

housing apartment complexes, the energy network company “Alliander” and the private 

consultancy company “Hydrogen Institute Netherlands”. All these stakeholders had to 

collaborate with each other in order to implement the renovation project in Emmeloord 

successfully. In light of the thesis research time and scope, two other stakeholders were not 

included in this renovation project, namely the “Noordoostpolder municipality” and the 

natural gas infrastructure and transportation company “Gasunie”. The last two mentioned 

stakeholders were also not included in the project regarding the issue of language (the 

employee of the “Noordoostpolder municipality”, who was involved in the project, was not 

able to express himself sufficiently in English) and the limited access (the lack of contact 

with “Gasunie” existed).  

 

One of the main aspects of success in any project is trust. As Brewer and Strahorn (2012) 

claim, “Trust is […] an important influence on project success” (p. 286). The project would 

fail without a stakeholder trusting a partner to perform a task in an expected way. Therefore, I 

decided to use trust as a theoretical lens in my thesis. Several studies deal with trust in a 

context of the project development, including construction (Khalfan, McDermott & Swan, 

2007; Yean Yng Ling & Bao Tram Tran, 2012), project management (Brewer & Strahorn, 
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2012), software (McHugh, Conboy & Lang, 2011) as well as research and technology 

development based projects (Massey & Kyriazis, 2007). However, there are few studies on 

the application of trust in renovation projects, namely renovation projects in energy transition 

or sustainability. The purpose of this research is threefold. Firstly, this research contributes to 

an understanding of the renovation project implementation as a highly complex matter for 

which special attention should be given by management. Secondly, the results of this research 

reveal that not only hard skills related with technical tasks implementation are needed to 

manage a renovation project. Equal attention should be given to interpersonal / softs skills 

such as communication, listening or even empathy. The study suggests that one of the 

reasons why stakeholders quit the project is related to the miscommunication among project 

partners. Finally, this research paper strengthens the argument that trust is a crucial aspect in 

any kind of project. It was found that trust is an important aspect in knowledge sharing 

procedures among partners. The positive renovation results would not be reached without 

trust as some decisions on the renovation imply risky reliance on others.  

 

The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate the process of trust development among the 

stakeholders involved in the renovation project of the four social housing apartment 

complexes in Emmeloord, the Netherlands. The research question is as follows: 

 

How do the stakeholders - “Mercatus”, residents, “Alliander”, “Hydrogen Institute” – 

develop or fail to develop trust towards each other in a renovation project of four social 

housing apartment complexes in Emmeloord, the Netherlands? 

 

The main research question is formulated to understand the tendencies of trust development 

among the involved stakeholders in the renovation project in Emmeloord. To answer the 

main research question successfully, the study investigates different types of trust, which 

stakeholders apply to each other. As shown by the inquiry, “Mercatus” is the only 

stakeholder that does not apply any trust to other stakeholders. This is because “Mercatus” is 

the main project leader and initiator. Nevertheless, “Mercatus” is the only stakeholder that 

created the trust application strategy for residents. So, the trust strategy prepared by 

“Mercatus” for residents is discussed. Moreover, the residents’ trust establishment process 

applied to “Mercatus” is explored as well. In addition, the trust process between “Alliander” 

and “Hydrogen Institute” is relevant to analysis due to the stakeholders’ close working 
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relations. Finally, the distrust factors which appear among the stakeholders is explained in the 

end of the results part.  

 

To sum up, the thesis structure is comprised of eight parts: introduction, theoretical 

framework, methodology, results, discussion and conclusion, limitations, suggestions for 

further research and references. Firstly, the main concepts used in the thesis are explained in 

the theory part, namely: renewable and sustainable energy and trust. Moreover, political 

context of renewable and sustainable energy is analyzed in the theory chapter as well. 

Secondly, the methodology part is comprised of three sections: the setting, the access to the 

fieldwork and the research approach. Third, the result part of the research outlines the 

collaboration process among all the involved stakeholders; the general renovation plan; 

‘Mercatus’ developed trust strategy towards residents; residents’ reaction to the “Mercatus” 

trust strategy. In addition to this, trust types applied to each other by the “Alliander” and 

“Hydrogen Institute” is elaborated in the result part as well. Fourth, the discussion on the 

thesis results and restrictions, including language, time is discussed in the conclusion chapter. 

Finally, the concluding chapter outlines the main proposals related to future research, 

including the recommendations of how to improve the trust relationships among the involved 

stakeholders in the Emmeloord renovation project.  
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2. Theoretical framework   
 

The following chapter elaborates on the explanation of the main concepts used in the thesis, 

namely renewable and sustainable energy, trust and its different types. Furthermore, the EU 

and the Dutch legislation related to renewable and sustainable energy is discussed as well. It 

was found that plans of the renovation project are influenced by the EU and Dutch national 

regulations. 

 

2.1. Definitions of renewable and sustainable energy  
 

The renewable and sustainable energy concepts should be distinguished in order not to mix 

them. In line with the online Cambridge Dictionary the term renewable is understood as the 

energy form which could be produced as quickly as it is used (Cambridge online dictionary, 

2019).  In other words, renewable energy can fill up naturally without shrinking. In general, 

several kinds of renewable energy can be found, for instance: solar power, wind power, 

hydropower, tidal power and geothermal power (Donev, 2019). Furthermore, green 

hydrogen, which is produced through renewable-powered electrolysis, is renewable energy as 

well (Irena, 2019).  

 

According to the online Cambridge Dictionary the term sustainable is as the energy form 

with the limited time of use. In addition, sustainable energy does not cause significant harm 

to the environment (Cambridge online Dictionary, 2019). The main difference between the 

two types of energies is that renewable energy fills up naturally and can be used unlimited 

time. Meanwhile, sustainable energy is characterized by limited usage time because it is 

shrinking. In addition, sustainable energy does not significantly damage the environment. 

This type of energy is widely used in countries such as the Netherlands, where usage of 

natural gas is widely spread. Examples of this energy type are fossil fuels, coal, oil and 

natural gas (Donev, 2019).  

 

There are also differences between the energy source and the carrier. Term source is defined 

by the online Cambridge Dictionary as something that creates, makes something or is the 

origin of it (Cambridge online dictionary, 2019). In essence, sources could be renewable or 

sustainable, for instance: sun, wind energy (renewable) or natural gas (sustainable). 

Furthermore, the term carrier is defined as a verb to carry, transport something (Cambridge 
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online dictionary, 2019). Energy carrier could be defined as a material which is in the middle 

of the energy-supply chain between primary and end-use application. Energy carrier is a 

transmitter of energy (ipcc.ch, 2019). Energy carriers can be electricity or hydrogen. 

Currently, the potential value of hydrogen as a carrier is being discussed.  Møller, Jensen, 

Akiba & Li (2017) claim that “hydrogen has the largest potential for large-scale energy 

storage […] This may be achieved simply by storage of compressed hydrogen gas in large 

stationary tanks or underground cavities, liquid hydrogen, or liquid hydrogen carrier” (p. 34). 

As later discussed, hydrogen as the main energy carrier is also considered in the 

‘Emmeloord’ project.  

 

To sum up, two kinds of energy were presented in this section: renewable and sustainable. 

Renewable is the one that is used for an unlimited time. Meanwhile, sustainable energy is the 

one that is used for a limited time. In addition, the main differences between the energy 

source and carrier were also stressed. In essence, the energy source is the material to produce 

energy. Meanwhile, the energy carrier is the transmitter of energy.   

 

2.2. The renewable and sustainable energy legislation in the European 
Union context 

 

Renewable and sustainable energy documents are shortly explained to see how the green 

energy topic is evolving in the EU context. This is important to do as it had impact in the 

chosen renovation project as well.  

 

The topic of energy is widely discussed among the EU political bodies since 1990. As 

Biesenbender claims (2015) “energy networks, energy mix, the role of different sources 

therein and energy efficiency […] internal market considerations (electricity) and external 

energy relations (oil and gas) have repeatedly been on the Council’s policy agenda since the 

mid-1990” (p. 28-29). Therefore, the Maastricht Treaty (1992), officially known as the 

Treaty on EU, is considered as the first legal step towards the EU energy policy creation. In a 

broader sense, the Maastricht Treaty (1992) is known as the treaty of EU integration. After 

the acceptance of this treaty, the new European integration aspects such as European 

citizenship, the common foreign and security policies and the foundation idea of the single 

currency Euro were created (European Central Bank, 2019). Furthermore, the Maastricht 

Treaty paved the way for the common EU energy policy creation. To illustrate it, the 
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Maastricht Treaty article 129b reads: “the Community shall contribute to the establishment 

and development of trans-European networks in the areas of transport, telecommunications 

and energy infrastructures” (EC, 1992, p. 51). Together with the Maastricht Treaty 

acceptance, the need for trans-European network in the energy infrastructure area is stressed.  

 

In addition, European Commission Green Paper (1995) and White Paper: An Energy Policy 

for the European Union (1995) are considered as the first official documents that initiate legal 

procedures towards renewable energy development (Papież, Śmiech & Frodyma, 2019). 

Papież, Śmiech & Frodyma (2019) claim that both documents “contained a detailed set of 

regulations within the area of energy policy and stated general framework of this policy in the 

EU countries (i.e. globalization of energy market, ecological problems, technology, 

institutional responsibility of the Community)” (p. 919). Afterward, the Amsterdam Treaty 

(1997) was accepted. The concept of sustainability was officially embedded in the treaty. The 

article 2, part 4 reads: “Environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the 

definition and implementation of the Community policies and activities referred to in Article 

3, in particular with a view to promoting sustainable development.” (EC, 1997, p. 25). As 

Mahmoudi (2000) claims, “The Amsterdam Treaty undoubtedly introduces the most 

comprehensive amendments since 1987 to the environmental provisions of the EC 

constitution […] This in itself is a political response to the public pressure to do more for the 

environment” (p. 135). Finally, several conferences related to renewable and sustainable 

energy take place, for instance: European Conference for Renewable Energy in Berlin 

(2004). The member states are encouraged to increase renewable energy consumption in their 

countries (EC, 2004). 

 

To sum up, the main treaties which illustrate sustainable and renewable energy development 

at the EU level were discussed. The Maastricht Treaty (1992) is considered as the first legal 

step emphasizing the common EU energy market. Later, the European Commission Green 

Paper (1995) and White Paper: An Energy Policy for the European Union (1995) were 

accepted. Finally, the concept of sustainable development is embedded in the Amsterdam 

Treaty in 1997.  
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2.3. The renewable and sustainable energy legislation in the Dutch context  
 

The main Dutch documents related to energy consumption are discussed in this section. As it 

will be shown, the EU policy framework related to energy has an impact to the Dutch policy 

as well.   

 

Talking about the EU documents, one of the latest directive in which the Netherlands is 

mentioned, is Directive (EU) 2018/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 

December 2018 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources (2018). The 

main requirement for the Netherlands is found in this document’s Annex I: National overall 

targets for the share of energy from renewable sources in gross final consumption of energy 

in 2020, A. National overall targets. Figures 1 and 2 show the target of energy share from 

renewable sources in gross final energy consumption in 2005 and 2020. The Netherlands 

energy share from renewable sources in gross final energy consumption in 2005 made up 

2,4% and increased by 14% in 2020. This means that the Netherlands increased the number 

of energy share from renewable sources in gross final energy consumption by 11,6% from 

2005 to 2020. In general, the Netherlands share from renewable energy sources in gross final 

energy consumption is one of the smallest among all the EU countries in 2005. The smaller 

numbers are in Belgium (2,2%), the United Kingdom (1,3%), Luxembourg (0,9%), Malta 

(0%). The average of the EU countries was 11,6% in 2005 (see figure 1).  

 

 Figure 1. Top 5 EU countries with the lowest use of energy from renewable sources (2005) (Created 
 by the thesis author according to the information provided by Directive (EU 2018/2001 of the 
 European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 on the promotion of the use of 
 energy from renewable sources (2018). 

 

In term of the 2020 target, the Netherlands still remains at the bottom of the EU countries 

with 14% (see figure 2). Belgium (13%), Czech Republic (13%), Cyprus (13%), Hungry 

(13%), Luxembourg (11%), Malta (10%) are committed to reach smaller numbers than the 
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Netherlands by 2020. The EU countries’ average should reach 21,3% by 2020. The main 

reasons why the Netherlands is lacking behind the EU countries’ average is discussed in the 

result part (see section 4.2).  

 

 Figure 2. Top 8 EU countries with the expected lowest use of energy from renewable sources in 2020 
 (Created by the thesis author according to the information provided by Directive (EU) 
 2018/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 on the 
 promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources (2018). 

 
The agreement of Energy for Sustainable Growth: a policy in practice (2013) is one of the 

first Dutch documents in which greener energy development was considered. This agreement 

was signed by the Dutch representatives from local governments, employers’ associations 

and unions, environmental organizations, financial institutions, and NGOs. The main objects 

that are recited in the agreement read as follows: “An average energy efficiency saving of 

1.5% per year. 14% share of renewable energy in the Netherlands’ total consumption of 

energy by 2020. And 16% by 2023 (4.5% in 2013)”, (p. 2). Furthermore, the agreement 

includes the such topics, as energy - saving in the built environment, energy - saving in 

industry and agriculture, expanding renewable energy production, the European emission 

trading system (Raad, 2013, p. 5). After this, the Dutch heating strategy was accepted in 

April, 2015. The prepared heating strategy, the sustainable heating idea for homes and other 

buildings were presented by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy 

(government.nl, 2019). Finally, the agreement that was signed by the Energy-intensive 

industries launched in March, 2017. This agreement partially fulfills the agreement on 

Energy for sustainable growth: a policy in practice (2013). By confirming the Energy-

intensive industries agreement, the different parties agreed to save the specific amount of 

energy in the Dutch industry sector by 2020 (government.nl, 2019).    
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To sum up, the main agreements on sustainable and renewable energy were reviewed in this 

section. The Netherland’s active policy on sustainable and renewable energy started from 

2013 with the acceptance of the Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth. All the accepted 

agreements strongly relate to the renovation project in Emmeloord as the main project idea is 

to make the apartments ‘greener’ by changing their heating structure.  

 

2.4. Trust 
 

The concept of trust with its different types is presented in this chapter. Trust is chosen as 

theoretical lens in the research through which the renovation project is examined. Different 

trust types are applied to examine the topic. Thus, proper attention should be given to the 

trust concept. 

 

2.4.1. Trust definition   
 

Firstly, the general trust definitions which are found in the scientific literature are shortly 

discussed. Secondly, the different trust types are presented. Scholars define the trust concept 

differently but the main relevant explanations are mentioned below.   

 

McKnight and Chervany (2000) define trust as “the extent to which one displays a consistent 

tendency to be willing to depend on general others across a broad spectrum of situations and 

person” (p. 830). Agent’s dependency on the other is stressed here. Agent depends on the 

other regarding the mutual benefits. On the one hand, Mayer, Davis and Schoorman (1995) 

define trust as “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party 

based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the 

trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party” (p. 712). Meanwhile, 

Luhmann (2018) defines trust as a solution to get rid of complexity by saying “By means of 

trust, the truster unburdens himself of complexity which he cannot sustain” (p. 71). As he 

explains, the agent put himself/herself in the risk of complexity when he/she wants to control 

wide-ranging information. In such case, trust could be used as a solution to avoid complexity. 

Furthermore, Rotter (1967) includes the concept of interpersonal trust which is defined as “an 

expectancy held by an individual or a group that the word, promise, verbal or written 

statement of another individual or group can be relied upon” (p. 651). Finally, Zak and Knack 

(2001) define trust in the economic relations by saying: “Trust in a society can be defined as 
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the aggregate time that agents do not spend in verifying others’ actions” (p.303). In other 

words, trust appears when an agent does not spend his/her time checking others’ actions but 

simply relies on him/her.  

 

Summarizing the trust definitions given above, trust is defined as the agent X risky reliance 

on the agent Y based on the expectation that the agent Y performs a particular action 

appropriately to the agent X. The term expectation is stressed here. Trust is only possible if 

space for expectation exists.  

 

2.4.2. Trust characteristics  
 

The characteristics of trust are discussed in this subsection. One of the main characteristics of 

trust is an expectation. This attribute is the focus of this part. In addition, other trust 

characteristics that are found in the literature are presented below as well.  

 

Wang and Emurian (2005) highlight two crucial characteristics of trust. Scholars distinguish 

terms of a trustor and a trustee (1) as well as produced actions (2). A Trustor and a trustee are 

understood as the main condition to have any relationships. They argue that, “There must 

exist two specific parties in any trusting relationship: a trusting party (trustor) and a party to 

be trusted (trustee)” (p. 111). On the other hand, Lewis and Weigert (1985) expand Wang and 

Emurian’s thought by changing a trustor and a trustee to collective units: “trust must be 

conceived as a property of collective units (ongoing dyads, groups, and collective), not of 

isolated individuals” (p. 968). This means that trust can appear in a certain social 

environment where the specific exchange of goods among the agents exist. In addition, 

produced actions are perceived as the second condition to have any relationships among 

agents. Wang and Emurian (2005) explain produced actions as: “Trust leads to actions, 

mostly risk-taking behaviors. The form of the actions depends on the situation” (p. 111). In 

many cases (if not all), risky actions among the agents are crucial to perceive trustworthy 

relationships. 

 

In addition, Rahman and Hailes (2000) include the other characteristics of trust, namely 

“subjective degree of belief […] uncertainty […] prior experience and knowledge” (p. 3). 

The scholars argue that trust is not the objective belief about the agent but merely grounded 

by the subjectivity of a particular agent. In addition, trust strongly correlates with uncertainty. 
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As Lewis and Weigert (1985) notes, trust “always involves an unavoidable element of risk 

and potential doubt. We would not have to accept this risk if there were some functional 

alternative to trust” (p. 968). Furthermore, the predictability that a certain agent will act in a 

certain manner can not be blind. Prior experience and knowledge are needed to rely on an 

agent (Rahman & Hailes, 2000). Moreover, Rempel, Holmes and Zanna (1985) claim that 

benevolence is the other trust characteristic which is defined by “the extent to which an 

individual’s statements of future intentions are believable” (p. 96). Meanwhile, Evans and 

Krueger (2011) introduce three additional elements of trust which are: cost, benefit and 

temptation. Cost and benefit directly correlate with vulnerability and risk. As authors claim, 

vulnerability is related to cost (the price of cost which will be needed if relationships between 

agents fail) and benefit (the potential advantage if relationships between agents are 

successful), (Evans & Kreuger, 2011). The scholars claim that temptation is defined by the 

level of risk to act wrongly. The temptation to act wrongly is possible during the 

collaboration processes of agents (Evans & Kreuger, 2011).  

 

To sum up, the different characteristics of trust were distinguished in this subsection. Trust 

will not exist without a trustor, a trustee (1) and produced actions (2). Furthermore, subjective 

degree of belief, uncertainty, prior experience and knowledge, benevolence, cost, benefit and 

temptation play an important role in describing the concept of trust.  

 

2.4.3. Calculative trust and its application  
 

Calculative trust and its application are discussed in this subsection. Calculative trust is used 

as the main theoretical lens analyzing the results of the renovation project in Emmeloord. As 

later is shown, stakeholders choose to apply calculative trust to each other regarding the 

smallest perceived risk to become vulnerable.  

 

Mizrachi, Drori and Anspach (2007) claim that calculative trust could be described as 

relations limited by impersonal, technical interaction between the stakeholders. Calculative 

trust is usually marked by official agreements, contracts (Mizrachi, Drori & Anspach, 2007). 

One of the main calculative trust peculiarity is beneficial relationships (Rousseau, Sitkin, 

Burt & Camerer, 1998). The economic benefit is one of the aspects showing that agents are 

governed by beneficial relationships. In other words, the agent X trust the agent Y regarding 

the potential tangible profit. Poppo, Zhou and Li (2016) claim that calculative trust is based 
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on “the forward-looking rational assessment” that help parties to reach the desired 

performance (p. 727). The cooperation between agents is possible only if real rational profit 

is perceived. Mizrachi, Drori, Anspach (2007) illustrate the thought by Poppo, Zhou and Li 

(2016) giving the case study of a Jordanian textile factory owned by Israeli textile firm 

‘GlobeWear’. The case study is based on the cooperation between the two employees having 

different nationalities, namely Jordanians and Israelis. Scholars claim that Israeli employees’ 

trust perception towards their colleagues in Jordan is grounded in the calculative thinking 

which reflects through “contractual obligations, division of tasks, formal procedures, and 

performance standards” (Mizrachi, Drori & Anspach, 2007 p. 154). Israeli employees 

describe their interaction with Jordanians as follows: “We coach them and trust that they will 

do and report in accordance with our standards […] I know the boundaries of my trust. I 

know, for example, that I can trust my Jordanian counterpart with accurate reporting of what 

is done and he will work with me in the most transparent way” (Mizrachi, Drori & Anspach, 

2007, p. 154). It shows that Israelis only rely on Jordanians if they see evidence allowing 

them to do so.  

 

A similar definition of calculative trust is stated by Lewis and Weigert (1985) who introduce 

the concept of rational trust. Lewis and Weigert (1985) claim that rational trust is grounded in 

a rational prediction strategy. The scholars define the rational trust as follows: “By collecting 

and processing information about known causal relationships, we can make predictions that 

certain futures are highly probable and others are too remote to require serious consideration 

in present planning” (p. 969). Agent A collects information about agent B to trust. However, 

agent A is not able to collect all the data to be fully sure of agent B’s future actions. Trust 

appears when agent A gets enough information about agent B with some remaining 

uncertainties. Trust is applied to cover the remaining uncertainties. Boella and Torre (2004) 

come back to calculative trust, including two belief groups. The first one is based on 

“competence belief which includes a sufficient evaluation of Y’s abilities is, that X should 

believe that Y is useful for this goal” (p. 3). The second belief group is stated as follows: “X 

should think that Y not only is able and can do that action/task, but Y actually will do what X 

needs” (Boella & Torre, 2004, p. 3). The calculative trust can appear only if agent Y does the 

tasks of agent X because of the perceived benefit (Boella & Torre, 2004).  

 

Davies and Prince (2005) fulfill the calculative trust approach, including the concept of pre-

experiential calculative trust. This concept is used in the marketing field analyzing 
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advertising agencies. The pre-experiential trust in marketing context means the level of trust 

which potential customers feel towards a particular advertising agency. The scholar indicates 

the main three categories which help the client to develop confidence towards an agency: “(a) 

norms about institutional practice; (b) categorical norms (i.e., qualities expected from 

association with particular agency features); and (c) norms based on identifying and sharing 

similar values with their agencies” (Davies & Prince, 2005, p. 5). All these three elements 

strongly influence the trust level of a client towards a company. The example can be given 

about category C to illustrate the mentioned argument. Small chances exist that a potential 

client will trust a company which values differ from his /her. In addition, Witkowski, Artikis 

and Pitt (2001) introduce the concept of experiential trust (or direct experience trust) which in 

contrast with the pre-experiential trust is based on the current interaction with an object. The 

scholars claim that the main condition to perceive the experiential trust is the object A 

interaction with the object B. The experiential trust can be shaped only in an ongoing 

moment. The “shaped” experiential trust influences future collaboration between agents.   

 

To sum up, calculative trust was defined as based on rational assessment or prediction. The 

two different calculative trust types, namely pre-experiential calculative trust and experiential 

trust were presented. Both of them depend on the time frame. Agent X uses the pre-

experiential calculative trust judging the past actions of an agent Y. Meanwhile, experiential 

trust is based on the current interaction process between agents. Agent X uses the experiential 

calculative trust judging the current actions of agent Y.  

 

2.4.4. Normative trust and its application 
 

Normative trust is the other concept used in the thesis. Normative trust has a different 

meaning in comparison with calculative. The main characteristics of normative trust are 

presented below.  

 

Normative trust is usually described as “more holistic and occurs in informal, emotionally 

charged personal relationships, such as friendships, families, and communities” (Mizrachi, 

Drori & Anspach, 2007, p. 145). Normative trust is not judged by rational sense but is more 

grounded by subjective relationships that occur in friendship or family. Tuomela and 

Hofmann (2003) explain this type of trust through agents A and B relations: “an agent A has 

rational social normative or rational genuine trust that another agent B will perform an action 
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of X, he expects B’s intentional good-willed performance of X and believes that he has a 

social right to expect this due to their relationship of mutual respect” (p. 164). Subject A 

accepts to rely on subject B despite possible risks (Tuomela & Hofmann, 2003). McGeer and 

Pettit (2017) include the concept of reliance talking about normative trust. As the scholar 

state, subject A relies on subject B due to the belief that subject A will act in a certain 

manner. The scholars include the case about garbage to illustrate the thought: “I may assume 

that you are disposed to put out your garbage for collection on the appropriate day and treat 

your putting it out as a signal that today is the day” (p.14). No logical reasons exist why 

subject A should think that today is the right day to dispose the rubbish. However, subject A 

relies on subject B because of the belief that subject B will act in a certain manner. Reliance 

is an important aspect of normative trust. In addition, Quere (2001) fulfills the concept of 

normative trust adding “a moral character” (p. 146). The scholar argues that normative trust 

has a moral character. The moral character shows what is morally appropriate and dis-

appropriate “in the sense of being morally good to do so and bad not to” (Quere, 2001, p. 

146). Consequently, the normative trust relationships are strongly grounded in two aspects, 

namely moral character and genuine.   

     

Furthermore, Rosenkranz and Weitzel (2005) fulfill the concept of normative trust by 

introducing the concept “non-calculative” trust (p.4.) The scholars claim that trust can be 

earned by routines and tolerance levels. The scholars argue that “the key element of trust is 

the fact that it is to a certain degree non-calculative” (p.4). This definition can be combined 

with calculative trust if we consider that trust has two interrelated layers. Firstly, logical 

reasons to rely on something appear (calculative trust). However, the agent has to rely on 

others without any rational reasons (logic ends at a certain degree). You simply expect that 

this is the right decision to do so. Normative trust appears when you accept the risk to rely on 

someone without any rational arguments. Quere (2001) claims that “Trust reflects a sort of 

delegation of power and, correlatively, the acceptance of a subordination and reciprocity of 

engagements” (p. 131). Agent A delegates power to agent B to act of goodwill to achieve the 

results useful for both parties (Quere, 2001). The crucial condition to develop normative trust 

is the action of goodwill. Meanwhile, Cohen (2014) phrases it slightly different, including the 

concept of geniality. According to him, geniality appears when purely emotional decisions 

are accepted without any contracts or mutual agreements. The genuine approach is highly 

relevant in analyzing the trust establishment process in the renovation project in Emmeloord. 

As study shows, residents (one of the stakeholders) trust the housing cooperative “Mercatus” 
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without any rational explanations. They just feel that this is the right decision to do so (see 

subsection 4.3.3.).  

 

In addition, similar concept of trust to that of normative is called relational. Lewicki and 

Bunker (1995) define it as “the parties cultivate their knowledge of each other by gathering 

data, seeing each other in different contexts, and noticing reactions to different situations […] 

trust is not necessarily broken by inconsistent behavior […] “forgive” that person, and move 

on in the relationship” (p. 122). Relational trust, as well as normative is defined by personal 

ties between the agents. The more time different parties spend together, the more personal 

ties (trust) becomes stronger. Furthermore, both kinds of trust are marked by irrational-

decision making processes. One of the main conditions to establish relational trust is 

intensive collaboration among agents. Cranston (2011) gives an example based on the 

research conduction at a school. The trust levels among teachers, students, parents of students 

are analyzed. Cranston (2011) claims that “trust among faculty only develops as teachers 

work together and discuss matters of importance” (p. 64). In other words, one of the main 

conditions to apply relational trust is related to understanding beliefs, targets or ideas of 

agents. 

 

To sum up, the normative trust type was presented in this subsection. Strong interpersonal 

relationships among agents are required to develop normative trust. Furthermore, geniality 

and goodwill are considered as the main normative trust characteristics. Normative and 

calculative trust are grounded in a strong collaboration processes.  

 

2.4.5. Affective trust and its application 
 

The affective trust type is the last to be discussed in the theoretical part. The main dominant 

characteristic to define affective trust is emotionality. All the affective trust peculiarities are 

presented below.  

 

Johnson and Grayson (2005) explain affective trust as “feelings of security and perceived 

strength of the relationship” (p. 501). In addition, Washington (2013) adds that “Affective-

based trust is the confidence one places in another on the basis of feelings generated by the 

level of care and concern the person demonstrates; it is more emotional than rational” (p.11). 

Affective trust is mostly influenced by dominant personal experience among the agents. 
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However, the reputation of agents plays an important part in establishing affective trust 

(Johnson & Grayson, 2005). The key element of affective trust is emotions “as emotional 

connections deepen, trust in a partner may venture beyond that which is justified by available 

knowledge” (Johnson & Grayson, 2005, p. 501). Affective trust sounds similar to normative. 

However, affective trust is more focused on emotional security and relationship strength 

between the parties. Meanwhile, normative trust is more grounded in personal relationships 

(Johnson & Grayson, 2005). Affective trust can be explained by using the example of project 

participation: “as a client participated in the ongoing project delivery process and spends 

increasing time with a project manager, he/she may begin to view them as a friend rather than 

purely a service deliver/provider” (Washington 2013, p. 12). The mentioned argument 

illustrates that time could be considered as one of the conditions to establish affective trust.  

 

In addition, while discussing the trust, Jacoub (2014) includes verbal and non-verbal actions. 

Scholar analyzes the cognitive and affective trust processes in leaders’ behaviors. He claims 

that verbal and non-verbal actions that leaders apply to his/her followers can cause 

benevolence. Chances of establishing the trust increase once leaders’ followers start to feel 

benevolence. After a while, benevolence is transformed to trust.  This means that leaders 

have bigger chances to earn affective trust if their communication or general images are 

positively accepted by followers. 

 

To sum up, affective trust was presented in this subsection. In essence, affective trust is 

grounded in the emotional impact and relationship ties. Affective trust can be applied when 

agent A trusts agent B due to emotional impact or the strength of the relationships. In 

addition, verbal or non-verbal actions play an important role in establishing affective trust as 

well.  

 

2.4.6. Distrust 
 

Distrust is used as one more relevant concept to discuss the results in the Emmeloord 

renovation project. Study shows that many factors exist which cause negative feelings among 

the stakeholders involved in the Emmeloord renovation project. As a result, negative factors 

transform into distrust that hinders the establishment of the positive relationships among 

parties. Due to limited literature on the topic of distrust, only the definition of distrust is 

discussed. No other distrust peculiarities are analyzed.  
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Rompf (2014) claims that distrust means unfavorable attitude to trustworthiness by stating 

“In essence, distrust simply means that expectations of trustworthiness are unfavorable, hence 

the trustor’s trusting intention and willingness to become vulnerable are low, and do not 

support the behavioral taking risks” (p. 70). In addition, the scholar adds that two options 

exist for an agent “a trustor must either choose a trusting act and become vulnerable, or 

choose the alternative of distrust and not become vulnerable” (Rompf, 2014, p. 72). You can 

choose between vulnerability that directly correlates with trust and non-vulnerability that 

correlates with distrust. Meanwhile, Lewicki, McAllister, Bies (1998) define distrust as 

“confident negative expectations […] a fear of, a propensity to attribute sinister intentions to, 

and a desire to buffer oneself from the effects of another’s conduct” (p. 439). In this case, the 

concept of distrust is connected to the avoidance of highly risky actions predicted by other 

agents.   

 

Deutsch (1958) includes the term suspicion to define the distrust. As the scholar claims, the 

term “suspicion” with regard to an event which occurrence is detrimental to the individual’s 

welfare (p. 267). Weiss, Burgmer and Mussweiler (2018) connect distrust to exploration by 

saying that “the motivation to avoid exploitation associated with distrust” (p. 1713). The 

chance exists that the particular agent does not collaborate with the other one due to the risk 

of being exploited.  McKnight, D., Kacmar, C., & Choudhury, V. (2004) state that the most 

rigid difference between trust and distrust exists if we compare the emotional element. 

Scholars claim “in our definition, we incorporate the idea that distrust is accompanied by 

feelings of worry, fear, or concern, in contrast to the secure feelings that accompany trust” (p. 

40). Consequently, the emotional factor becomes the dividing line between trust and distrust.  

 

In essence, distrust can be treated as the concept which has some opposite characteristics to 

trust. In most cases, distrust is defined by negative feelings. The most common attributes of 

distrust are negatives feelings such as worry, fear or concern.  
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3. Methodology  
 
The methodology of the research is discussed in this part. Firstly, the research setting is 

explained: the four social apartment complexes in Emmeloord, the Netherlands. Secondly, 

the access to the fieldwork is outlined. Finally, the main research methods applied in the 

thesis are discussed.  

 
3.1. Setting  
 
The research was conducted on the renovation project of the four social apartment complexes 

in Emmeloord, the Netherlands. Emmeloord is the administrative center of the 

“Noordoostpolder municipality”, Flevoland. It is a small town with around twenty-five 

thousand inhabitants situated in the north of the Netherlands. Due to the lack of higher 

educational institutions or organizations, the biggest proportion of population in Emmeloord 

is older people.   

 

In general, five stakeholders were involved in the renovation project and one of them was 

“Mercatus”. “Mercatus” is the housing cooperative in the region of Noordoostpolder. 

“Mercatus” has been active in the industry for more than 50 years (mercatus.nl, 2019). The 

other stakeholders are the following: residents of the four social housing apartments that were 

going to be restored; “Alliander”1 (an energy network company in the Netherlands), 

“Hydrogen Institute”2 (the private based company responsible for implementing energy 

researches for the industry). In addition, “the municipality of ‘Noordoostpolder” and 

“Gasunie” (the natural gas infrastructure and transportation company) were also involved in 

the renovation project. However, due to the limited scope of the thesis as well as limited time 

of the research, the last two stakeholders were not included in this renovation project. Only 

one interview was conducted with the employee of the “Noordoostpolder municipality” 

regarding the time restriction and the limited access. Table 1 presents the different 

organizations’ employees with whom the interviews were conducted.  

 

 
 
                                                
1 The name “Liander” is sometimes found in the thesis. “Liander” is a branch of “Alliander”. “Alliander” is the 
umbrella type company having several divisions, including “Liander”.  
 
2 The name “Portugaise” is sometimes found in the thesis. “Portugaise” is the former name of “Hydrogen 
Institute”.  
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Table 1. The employees with whom the interviews were conducted during the research time (created 
   by the thesis author).  

 
The interviewer’s name 

 
The company / 
organization 

 
The interviewer’s 
function within an 

organization 

 
The number of 

interviews 

Elbert Huijzer “Alliander” The Strategist Grid 
Operator 2 (private), 1 (joint) 

Stijn Flart “Alliander” 
The Strategy and 

Innovation Consultant / 
Project manager 

1 

Gert - Jan Oxenaar “Alliander” The Operation Gas 
Network manager 1 

Koen Krebs “Alliander” The Gas Network 
Specialist 1 

Ineke Leijten “Mercatus” The Program Manager 1 (private), 2 (joint) 

Sander Eising “Mercatus” The Relationship 
Manager 2 (joint) 

Janneke de Bruin “Mercatus” The District Consultant 1 

Durk Grouwstra “Mercatus” The Architectural 
Specialist 1 

Rocco van de Kar “Noordoostpolder 
Municipality” The Project Leader 1 

Chiel Boonstra “Hydrogyne Institute” Owner 1 

Residents 4 Social Housing 
Buildings  13 

 

The main renovation project idea was related to sustainability. In other words, apartments had 

to become more environmentally friendly after the renovation. The renovation of the first 

housing complexes had to start in September 2019. Later, the other buildings had to be 

renovated. During the interview, one of the “Mercatus” employees stated that the two 

housing complexes had to be renovated in 2019 and the other two in 2020. The inside 

renovation lasted around three weeks. The outside renovation lasted for two months.   

 

The four social housing apartment complexes in Emmeloord were comprised of 140 different 

flats. Around seventy flats were given for elderly people whose ages varied from sixty to 

ninety. The other seventy were given to people whose age was from twenty to fifty.  The 
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apartments were around fifty years old. The general conditions of apartments were quite poor 

and the biggest problem was related to heating (see figure 3). Ineke Leijten (“Mercatus” 

company’s program manager) explained that the main reason these four apartments were 

selected for the renovation was related to the old heat infrastructure. The visualizations of 

how apartments should look after the renovation is shown in figure 4.  

 

The renovation took place in the social apartment complexes. Strict rules related to the social 

apartments’ distribution exist in the Netherlands. In general, social housing apartments are 

given for people with lower incomes in the Netherlands. In one of the e-mail, Ineke Leijten 

explained that social houses were: 

 

“Houses and flats that are owned by local government or by other organizations that do not 

make profit and that are rented to people who have low incomes” (Leijten, 2018, personal 

email).  

 

People have to meet financial criteria to get social apartments in the Netherlands. The 

financial criteria for getting a social housing is defined in one of the Dutch websites: “Eighty 

percent of social housing from housing associations will go to people with an income of up to 

36.798 (2018), and 10 percent will go to people with an income between 36.798 euros and 

41.056 euros (2018). The other 10 percent will go to people with higher income, but only 

under certain circumstances” (iamexpat.com, 2019).  Roughly speaking, the monthly income 

should not exceed 3000 euros if citizens want to rent social housing apartments. Talking 

about the Emmeloord project, the income of residents was usually much smaller than 3000 

euros per month.  

 

In essence, social housing apartments are generally given for citizens with lower incomes in 

the Netherlands. This condition slightly influenced the type of people who lived in the four 

social housing apartment complexes in Emmeloord. In other words, residents were diverse 

based on their age, financial situation, education level or physical conditions. Some residents 

had problems with their financial situation regarding physical disabilities, addiction to drugs 

or low education. Other residents had psychological or behavioral problems. For example, 

one of the interviews was conducted with the resident who had autism spectrum disorder. In 

general, the interviews were mostly conducted with people having lower education levels. 

However, some exceptions existed, for instance: a couple of the interviews were conducted 
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with a translator who had a lot of international work experience or the writer who wrote on 

intellectual topics.  
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Box 1. 

The thesis author’s impression about the residents who lived in the four social housing 

apartment complexes in Emmeloord. 

 

In general, I started conversations with residents by standing at the doorstep and ringing the bell of 

every door. Some of the residents were positive, some negative. Some of the interviewers invited me 

to go inside their home, some did not. Some inhabitants were not able to conduct the interviews 

because of the language barrier. In the beginning, I was a little bit nervous about the fact that I did not 

speak Dutch. However, after a while, I figured out that my inability to express my thoughts in Dutch 

served as the advantage in some cases. The interview with the emigrants from Ukraine is a good 

example. The woman with the son from Ukraine were much more confident speaking to me as they 

figured out that I also did not speak Dutch. I established a good personal connection with them, which 

let them be honest about the renovation.  

 

The residents who I spoke to - were very diverse. I remember a young Dutch lady with a lot of make-

up on her face and many cheap accessories such as metal rings, bracelets and a watch on her arm. Her 

apartment looked very colorful: small souvenirs, fluffy pillows, a furry rug. Many pictures with 

relatives were in her room as well. In addition, I interviewed an older Dutch woman who had a lot of 

diseases. She had a lot of bruises on her face, and she was without anterior teeth. She lost her teeth 

because of the strong medicines which she used. The woman was not able to think or speak normally, 

making big pauses. She lived for fifteen years in Australia, and her apartment was very clean.  I also 

remember the older Dutch couple which always smoked in their room. They smoked around five 

cigarettes per half an hour. I was not even able to see their faces because of the fumes. This Dutch 

couple was very pessimistic about the renovation, but their apartment was clean and furnished nicely. 

I also met some immigrants. I remembered a polish girl who was very hospitable. However, she was 

not well informed about the renovation because she did not speak Dutch, nor English. The renovation 

was quite a problem for her. She asked me to translate the booklet which she got from “Mercatus”. 

 

In conclusion, the interviewers were very diverse based on their physical appearance, age, nationality 

or level of education. The important question is: how to reach every resident and meet their 

expectations towards the renovation? 
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To sum up, the renovation project of the four social housing apartment complexes was 

presented in this section. It was difficult to implement the renovation project in Emmeloord 

due to several aspects. Firstly, different stakeholders from different working sectors had to 

reach a consensus on the same project. Secondly, the renovation took place in the social 

housing apartments. The diverse residents based on their social status, education level, 

physical conditions existed. 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The apartments before the renovation (photos were made by the thesis author).  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The apartments’ visualizations after the renovation (nl. Beeldmateriaal algemene 
 uitstraling). Reprinted from “Groot onderhoud flats Old Putten, Verlehorst, Hulkesteijn en 
 Nijenbeek; Informatie voor huurders” by “Mercatus”, 2019, p. 2-18. Copyright 2019, 
 ‘Hydrogen Institute’.  

 

3.2. Access to the fieldwork  
 

As it was already mentioned, I chose to implement the research in Emmeloord because I 

participated in the “People” project. The “People” project was implemented in four countries: 

the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Slovenia and the Czech Republic. The project lasted 
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almost one year (from October 2018 to July 2019). The students from social sciences namely 

anthropology, psychology, sociology and other related disciplines participated in this project 

(people-project.net, 2019). One of the project assignments was the provision of the research 

results to the company with which students worked. At the end of the project, students 

provided the research results for the company with which they collaborated. Meanwhile, the 

company provided the opportunity to get the practical experience for students. As a result, 

students got experience implementing professional business researches for industry while an 

industry partner got the research analysis with recommendations on their individual case. At 

the end of the “People” project, all the participants, including students, professors, industry 

partners from the four countries met each other in Ljubljana (Slovenia) to share their 

experiences.   

 

The Dutch energy network company “Alliander” was my partner during the participation in 

the “People” project. The main employee whom I worked was Elbert Huijzer. Elbert was the 

strategist grids asset manager mainly working with the energy transition processes in the 

Netherlands. Elbert was one of the employees that had to represent the “Alliander” company 

in the renovation project in Emmeloord. He was the key informant and the gatekeeper for me. 

Elbert provided me some basic information about the project and introduced me to other 

stakeholders involved in the renovation. I was able to get to know all the stakeholders 

involved in the Emmeloord project with the help of Elbert Huijzer.  

 

My research location was not focused on one single place. Some research interviews were 

conducted in residents’ homes located in one of the four social apartment complexes in 

Emmeloord. Other interviews were conducted in the “Alliander” office in Arnhem or the 

“Mercatus” office in Emmeloord. The multi-site ethnography research method was chosen to 

implement the research. Neyland (2007) claims that, “multi-site ethnography is as much 

about developing a particular kind of ethnographic attitude as it is about developing more 

than one location in which to do research” (p. 69). The multi-site ethnography research 

method was chosen as the most convenient tool to answer the research question.   

 

To sum up, the process of getting access to the fieldwork was much easier due to the 

participation in the “People’s” project. The “Mercatus” employee (Elbert Huijzer) helped me 

to get access by introducing to other stakeholders involved in the project. The multi-site 

ethnography method was chosen as the research location was divided into different places.  
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3.3. The research approach  
 

The ethnographic research is usually understood as sitting all day in an organization, 

observing the employees’ work and making the field notes. As Whitehead (2005) claims, 

“For classical ethnographers, who primarily studied local communities, it meant the total 

immersion of the researcher in the field setting 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, and 

different seasons of the year, for an extend period of time (e.g., one year)”, (p. 3). However, 

my conducted ethnographic research was a little different. I was not able to implement the 

classic, single organization ethnography research regarding the chosen multi-site ethnography 

method. The thesis result part is comprised of the data given by the four different 

stakeholders. Consequently, the different research methods were used while writing the 

master thesis.  

 
Ybema, Yanow, Wels and Kamsteeg (2009) “characterize ethnographic methods in 

organizational settings as the combined field research ‘tools’ of observing (with whatever 

degree of participation), conversing (including formal interviewing), and the close reading of 

documentary sources” (p. 6). All three methods were used to implement my research as well. 

I relied on primary and secondary data analysis. All the ethnographic research methods 

applied in the thesis are stated in table 2. Table 2 shows that the biggest part of my research 

consisted of the primary data gathered process. I chose semi-structured interviews as one of 

the main research methods. Waal (2009) presents some useful points using semi-structured 

interviews. He claims that semi-structured interviews required the researcher to be “open to 

all kinds of unofficial knowledge” (p. 35). Furthermore, semi-structured interviews presented 

in the official narratives can help to stress the organizational identity (Waal, 2009). As a 

result, twenty-five semi-structured interviews were conducted with the four different 

stakeholders included in the renovation project. Thirteen interviews were conducted with 

residents in their apartments in Emmeloord. Five interviews took place with “Alliander” 

employees in their office in Arnhem, including one joint interview with “Alliander” and 

“Mercatus” employees in Emmeloord (“Mercatus” office). Moreover, four interviews were 

arranged with “Mercatus” employees in Emmeloord. One interview was conducted with the 

“Noordoostpolder municipality” in Emmeloord. One interview was arranged with the owner 

of “Hydrogen Institute” in Roosendaal, the Netherlands.  
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In addition, four different documents were analyzed by writing the thesis. The employees of 

“Mercatus” sent me two presentations based on the meetings which were arranged between 

“Mercatus” and residents in the “Pro Rege” church in Emmeloord (more about this in the 

subsection 4.3.1). Furthermore, the document related to the technical renovation plan was 

also used for the thesis. The renovation booklet which “Mercatu” sent to residents was 

analyzed for writing the thesis as well. The last two mentioned documents helped me to 

understand the renovation project better considering the technical side of the renovation.    

 

Moreover, virtual ethnography served to conduct the research. Neyland (2007) claimed that 

virtual ethnography primarily focuses on films and photography. In my case, I used photos to 

illustrate the given arguments. The employees of “Mercatus” sent me some photos from their 

meetings with residents in Emmeloord. In addition, I made some photos of apartments that 

were going to be restored. More than that, I made photos in the meetings in which I was 

invited as the researcher. Finally, I actively observed the different processes and made the 

field notes during the research time.  

 
Table 2. The ethnographic research methods applied in the thesis (created by the thesis author).  

Name Quantity Explanation 

Semi-structured interviews X25 

 

x 5 with “Alliander” 

 
 

x1 joint interview with 

“Alliander” and 

“Mercatus” 

 
 

x1 with “Hydrogen 

Institute” 

 
 

x4 with “Mercatus” 

 
 

x1 with 

“Noordoostpolder  
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To sum up, the main four ethnographic research methods were used in the research process. 

Semi-structured interviews appeared as the most appropriate tool to develop the research. 

Furthermore, analysis of documents, virtual ethnography, observation and field notes were 

also used to answer the research question successfully.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Municipality” 

 
 

x13 with residents 

 

Documents sent by “Mercatus” X4 

 

 

X2 presentations 

 
 

X1 renovation plan 

 
 

X1 renovation booklet 

 

Virtual ethnography  

 

Photos, Websites 

(“Mercatus”, 

“Alliander”) 

 

Observation and Field Notes  

 

x1 meeting in 

“Pro Rege” Church 
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4. Findings  
 
The findings are presented in this part. The findings are grouped into five major sections. 

Firstly, the general relationships among all the four stakeholders are presented in the first 

section (see section 4.1.). The first section’s intention is to introduce a reader to each 

stakeholder function in the project. Moreover, the first section’s intention is also related to 

show the mutual stakeholders dependencies on each other. Secondly, the Emmeloord 

renovation project with all the plans of what have to be changed after the renovation are 

comprehensively described in the second section (see section 4.2.). Third, trust development 

processes between the housing cooperative - residents and an energy network company 

“Alliander” - “Hydrogen Institute” are presented in the third and the fourth sections (see 

sections 4.3 and 4.4). Finally, the thesis’ result part is the discussion on distrust (see section 

4.5.). As shown in the text, some factors exist which cause residents distrust towards an 

energy network company “Alliander”.  

 

4.1. The collaboration process among “Mercatus”, “Residents”, 
“Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute”  

 

The general relationships among all the stakeholders involved in the renovation project in 

Emmeloord is presented. Firstly, stakeholders having responsibilities in the project are 

described. Later, the specific relations among the stakeholders are outlined.  

 

During the first joint interview with the “Alliander” and “Mercatus” employees, I asked the 

stakeholders’ to name their responsibilities in the project. Their comments are stated as 

follows: 

 

“Alliander” and “Mercatus” cooperate through sustainable energy infrastructure. Both 

companies have to agree on infrastructure cost, time and etc. More precisely, “Mercatus” is 

preparing some plans of what they are going to do (e.g. we are going to build this, this and 

this); “Alliander” is grid operator, this company is responsible for technical part, how to 

implement the certain tasks (e.g. to put solar panels on the roof); “Gemeente”3 is responsible 

for the street work (e.g. streets, sidewalks)”, (Leijten, 2018, personal interview). 

 

                                                
3 En. Municipality. 
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In essence, the housing cooperative “Mercatus” was the main initiator of the renovation 

project. “Mercatus” had the right to decide how the renovation project was going to look like, 

what was going to be changed and not in the buildings. Furthermore, “Mercatus” was the 

main stakeholder responsible for the project budget and its distribution. More than that, 

“Mercatus” had a connection with all the stakeholders that were involved in the project (see 

figure 5). “Mercatus” communicated with “Alliander” which was responsible for the energy 

network development in the apartments. Furthermore, “Mercatus” had contact with the 

“Noordoostpolder municipality” to discuss the environmental situation of Emmeloord city. In 

addition, “Mercatus” was the main initiator to invite the private company “Hydrogen 

Institute” to complete the research related to sustainable energy implementation in the 

Emmeloord project.  

 

The strongest relationship tie perceived between “Mercatus” and residents. The main 

function of any housing cooperative is to find renters and provide apartments for them. 

“Mercatus” was responsible for communication of all the information related to buildings to 

residents as they were “Mercatus” customers. The employees of the housing cooperative had 

to introduce residents with all the changes which were going to happen during the renovation. 

Furthermore, the residents’ demands, worries, expectations towards the renovation had to be 

also understood by “Mercatus”. This was necessary to do as residents were the ones that had 

the final decision towards the renovation. Residents had the right to accept or deny the 

renovation by voting on March 2019. The residents’ responsibilities in the project were stated 

as follows:  

 

“They have to sign on 18th of March. They have to give us document and if 70% of residents 

sign for renovation, the project is going. If there still people who didn’t sign or go against it, 

when we would go with legal procedures […] When we will not get 70%, project will not 

start. In a such case, we will try to get to know the reasons of resistance and make solutions”, 

(Leijten, 2019, personal interview).  
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Figure 5. The collaboration scheme among the stakeholders involved in the renovation project     
   (created by the thesis author). 

 
“Alliander” was the other stakeholder included in the renovation project. “Alliander” was 

responsible for energy infrastructure development in the Emmeloord project. The plan was 

that this energy network company implemented all the changes related to electricity and gas 

lines in collaboration with “Hydrogen Institute”. However, as stated later in the text, 

“Alliander” left the project. Elbert Huijzer shared his impression of the first meeting with the 

involved stakeholders during the personal interview:  

 

“A very open discussion about “Mercatus” plans to renovate the buildings. Not power point, 

just discussion around the table […] The first meeting was “Alliander”, “Mercatus”, the 

“Portugaise” and Gemeente”, (Huijzer, 2019, personal interview).  

 

“Alliander” had the strongest relationship tie with “Hydrogen Institute” (see figure 5). 

“Alliander” had to communicate with “Hydrogen Institute” regarding the renewable energy 

development in Emmeloord. Both companies were responsible for investigating if hydrogen 

was possible to implement in the renovation project. During the second interview, Elbert 

Huijzer was asked to name all the stakeholders that were included in the renovation project in 

Emmeloord. He explained it by stressing the role of “Hydrogen Institute”:   

 

“ “Mercatus” is responsible for owning buildings and renting out it for residents. “Mercatus” 

has close relationships with ‘municipality of Noordoostpolder’ which wants good housing for 

people and to reach sustainable goals. “Alliander” is the stakeholder because of all the 

questions related with energy grid. “Mercatus” is going to renovate the buildings but it has 
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consequences for energy grid. The residents are the stakeholder because at the end apartments 

is the place where they live. And 70% of residents have to accept the plans. And we - 

“Alliander” hire the consultancy firm “Hydrogen Institute” to do all the technical and 

financial work. Engineers of “Hydrogen Institute” design the system and tell it how much it is 

going to cost. They4 are hired by us5. They finish they work and that’s all”, (Huijzer, 2019, 

personal interview).  

 

Elbert Huijzer mentioned that “Alliander” hired the “Hydrogen Institute” to implement the 

feasibility study related to hydrogen. In other words, “Hydrogen Institute” had to prepare the 

research plan with all the technical calculations and costs based on the hydrogen 

implementation in the renovation project. Meanwhile, “Alliander” was the main sponsor that 

was obligated to pay for the work prepared by “Hydrogen Institute”. Chiel Boonstra 

presented the function of “Hydrogen Institution” during the personal interview as follows:  

    

“We were invited by “Mercatus” to design the renovation project of one hundred forty 

apartments. And when on top of that we said but we think that this6 is also the issue and when 

together with the source we did this feasibility study about hydrogen storage […] Yea, it was 

funded by “Liander”, “GasUni” and “Mercatus”. Nice and decent study and that study ended 

in the conclusion that we can do a positive business case for hydrogen storage in this project.  

The storage or network provision of hydrogen had to be covered by the network company, in 

this case “Liander”, (Boonstra, 2019, personal interview).   

 

In essence, “Alliander” hired the “Hydrogen Institute” to complete the research of hydrogen 

implementation. “Hydrogen Institute” had to communicate with “Alliander” to implement the 

study successfully. This was crucial to do as “Alliander” was one of the main energy network 

company in the Netherlands that had a lot of knowledge about sustainable and renewable 

energy. “Hydrogen Institute” was a small, consultancy based company that was lacking 

knowledge about the innovative energy implementation in comparison with “Alliander”. So, 

the communication between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institution” was crucial. “Alliander” 

was the key informant to “Hydrogen Institute”.  

 

Furthermore, the “Noordoostpolder municipality” played an important role in the renovation 

project as well. The main intention of the “Noordoostpolder municipality” was to protect the 
                                                
4 Talking about “Hydrogen Institute”. 
5 Talking about “Alliander”.  
6 Talking about energy transition, specifically hydrogen implementation.  
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environment of Emmeloord city. Hydrogen is a new substance in the Netherlands that is not 

used in households. As a result, the special investigations related to possible hydrogen 

damage to the environment had to be implemented. Rocco van de Kar presented the function 

of the municipality by stating:    

 

“ “Noordoostpolder” is responsible for environment. When you put hydrogen in environment, 

you must ensure that it is clean, you must ensure that it is safe for inhabitants. When you have 

a pipe around the building that was never done before - you are involved as 

“Noordoostpolder” to think about it. To do the right way not to damage the environment!”, 

(Van de Kar, personal interview, 2019).  

 

In conclusion, four main stakeholders played an important role in the renovation project in 

Emmeloord, namely the housing cooperative “Mercatus”, which was responsible for the 

general renovation project implementation, residents of the four social housing apartment 

complexes, who were responsible for accepting or not accepting the renovation by voting, 

“Alliander”, which was responsible for the renewable energy implementation in the 

renovation project, and “Hydrogen Institute”, which was responsible for the hydrogen study 

implementation. In short, “Mercatus” was directly related to all the involved stakeholders. 

However, the strongest relationship tie perceived between “Mercatus” and residents. In 

addition, “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” were intertwined as both stakeholders work 

on the energy implementation in Emmeloord. “Hydrogen Institute” was responsible for the 

feasibility study of hydrogen implementation. “Alliander” was the main sponsor of this study. 

Due to the limited scope of the thesis, as well as limited time resources, the “Noordoostpolder 

municipality” and “Gasunie” were not included in the research.  

 

4.2. The project plan of the renovation  
 

The technical renovation plan of Emmeloord, including the heating strategy and other 

changes, is discussed in this section. This section focuses on the main technical points, which 

stakeholders had to consider accepting the renovation. To review the technical side of the 

renovation is crucial as it is the main point on which stakeholders had to agree in order to let 

the renovation going.  
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During the personal interview, Ineke Leijten mentioned the main reasons why these four 

buildings were chosen for the renovation. She commented it as follows:  

 

“We had a program of all the houses in “Noordoostpolder” when we had to build and 

renovate them. Talking about these apartments, installation of heat in apartments was old and 

had to be replaced. That have to be done by 2019. The windows, its frames, installation of 

heat, doors, balconies had to be renewed within 5 years. We chose to combine all the 

activities and to do everything per one time”, (Leijten,, personal interview, 2019).  

 

More than that, the reduction of CO2 appeared as the other relevant reason to accept the 

renovation:  

 

“The main problem of this project is try to reduce CO2. We try to do it by green electricity, 

by sun panels […] We had three basic principles for our strategy that is: (1) influence (to 

make residents speak of what we have to do); (2) to maintain contact (to deepen the contact 

with residents); (3) future proof (to be good for sustainability). The Netherlands wants zero 

CO2 in 2050. That is future proof!”, (Leijten, personal interview, 2019).  

 

The CO2 reduction was one of the most important technical point in the renovation project of 

Emmeloord. However, as it is discussed in the theoretical part, the renewable and sustainable 

energy’s development in the Netherlands develops quite slowly in comparison to other EU 

countries.  

 

The EU directive on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources (see section 

2.3) was mentioned during the interview with the employees of “Alliander”. I asked why the 

Netherlands is behind in comparison with other EU countries with regard to the share of 

energy from renewable sources in gross final consumption in 2005 and 2020? The answer 

was given as follows:  

 

“We prefer to talk! We talk and discuss! We have two drawbacks in the Netherlands. One is 

that we are so developed on natural gas that the starting level is already good. We do not have 

so much coal and oil, we have few coal plantations but it is very central, it is not that we use 

coal in our homes. So, moving away from natural gas is very difficult. It is very comfortable, 

price is good. It is already very good option compared to oil or coal. We are very connected to 

natural gas network […] The other reason is that the Netherlands is a very small country with 
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a lot of people and all these de-central electricity productions from wind, solar parts ask 

space. Space is high value in the Netherlands. We do not have so much space and people 

don’t want that valuable space in that area would be given to solar parks, they don’t want to 

see wind parks. So, the policy of our government totally moved away from wind parks on 

land to wind parks on sea. So, that’s is going to be a huge, massive plan”, (Huijzer, personal 

interview, 2019).  

 

The strong reliance on natural gas and the problem of space are considered the main two 

issues that hinder switching procedures from natural gas to more sustainable and renewable 

energy sources in the Netherlands. The Emmeloord project is one of the first in the 

Netherlands that is related to sustainable and renewable heating sources in household. The 

mentioned fact makes the situation more complicated due to the lack of good examples. The 

political pressure to do more for environment is also noticed. The policy regulations, 

including the agreement on Energy for Sustainable Growth: a policy in practice (2013) and 

the Dutch heating strategy (2015) push the Dutch housing cooperatives to rethink the heating 

plans in the Netherlands. The political pressure slightly influenced the renovation project in 

Emmeloord as well. The “Mercatus” employee expressed himself by saying:  

 

“10 years we had to because of the government […] You think renovation for 20/30/40 years. 

You know that energy transition would go. We have to get rid of gas!”, (Eising, personal 

interview, 2019).  

 

The new energy sources and carriers had to be found to change natural gas. The employee of 

“Alliander” mentioned that hydrogen as the alternative renewable energy carrier to natural 

gas came to the discussion table:  

 

“So, basically in the future when you try to reduce CO2 level, there has to be role for 

hydrogen because for some kind of industries it is the alternative energy”, (Flart, personal 

interview, 2019). 

 

Talking about the Emmeloord project, the main two ideas based on sustainable and 

renewable energy applications came to the plan. Both ideas had to help to get rid of natural 

gas. The first idea was based on electricity. The employees of “Alliander” and “Hydrogen 

Institute” commented that electricity can be used as a sustainable energy application. The 

scheme of electricity is presented in figure 6. In addition, “Hydrogen Institute” prepared the 
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feasibility study based on hydrogen application. The hydrogen scheme is presented in figure 

8.  

 

In essence, figure 6 shows the scheme of how the heating system works if electricity is used 

as a sustainable energy carrier in the Emmeloord project. The electricity case can be divided 

into two phases: phase 1 (renewable energy usage) and phase 2 (non-renewable energy 

usage). Phase 1 provides information about the usage of solar energy in the apartments during 

a day and summer/winter periods. In general, solar panels are installed on roofs of 

apartments, which collect renewable energy (see the solar panels in figure 6). The collected 

energy will be directly transmitted to the “Alliander” electrical grid (see the electrical grid of 

“Alliander” in figure 6). One part of the transmitted energy will be directed to apartments to 

produce energy for households, for instance: electricity (see electricity for households in 

figure 6).  The other transmitted energy part will be directed to a heat pump which converts 

electricity to heat to warm apartments during a cold time (see the heat pump in figure 6). 

Only renewable electricity from solar panels is used during phase 1.  

 

In addition, phase 2 shows that fossil fuel from power plants will be still needed to produce 

enough energy for apartments during the night and cold time (see fossil fuel from power 

plants in figure 6). This means that the case of electricity will not be one hundred percent 

green. Carbon dioxide (CO2) will be still emitted because of fossil fuel usage. In other words, 

no green electricity is generated by solar panels if there is no sunshine during winter or night 

time. In such a case, apartments still need electricity to cater to residents’ basic needs, for 

example: to heat apartments. Therefore, electricity will be generated from fossil fuels that 

emit CO2.  
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Figure 6. The electricity scheme based on the Emmeloord project (created by the thesis author).  

 

Based on the gathered research data, “Mercatus” employees communicated the plans of the 

restoration for residents slightly differently. “Mercatus” employees presented the case of 

electricity as green. However, carbon dioxide will be still emitted if the case of electricity is 

chosen. In short, figure 7 illustrates the plans of “Mercatus” employees that were 

communicated to residents from the satirical look perspective. As later shown, “Mercatus” 

employees mentioned that free CO2 energy was one of the biggest priorities in the 

Emmeloord renovation project. They claimed that switching from natural gas (see diesel 

which illustrates natural gas in figure 7) to electricity (see electric in figure 7) would help to 

get rid of CO2 and to make the environment cleaner.  However, switching from natural gas to 

electricity would only partially help to reduce the level of CO2. The capability of solar panels 

to gather electricity will be still limited during nights and cold times. The usage of fossil fuels 

will be still needed to heat apartments. The given information proposes the idea that the case 

of electricity in Emmeloord could not be called one hundred percent green. Some sustainable 

energy sources (e.g. fossil fuel) will be still needed to use during nights or cold times.  

 

“Alliander” employees did not elaborate on this during the meetings with residents stating 

that apartments would be gas-free after the renovation. However, the present electricity case 

would still make pollution. Thus, figure 7 reflects the plans of “Mercatus” employees. On the 

one hand, “Mercatus” employees thought that switching from natural gas to electricity would 

solve problems related to pollution. On the other hand, the problems would be solved only 

partially as the environment would be still polluted.    
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Figure 7. Satirical look at the “Mercatus" employees’ communicated plans to residents related to 
     the renovation project in Emmeloord. Reprinted from “So tru,” by The Savage      
    Deplorables, 2019. Copyright 2019 by The Savage Deplorables.  
 

In addition, figure 8 shows the heating system that was prepared by “Hydrogen Institute”. 

The working processes are shown if hydrogen is used as the energy carrier. The scheme can 

be divided into 2 phases: phase 1 (summertime) and phase 2 (winter time). Talking about 

phase 1, solar panels (see PV in figure 8) on the apartments’ roof generate electricity that will 

be used to produce hydrogen during summer. Electricity will be converted to hydrogen with 

the help of electrolyser (see electrolyser in figure 8).  The electricity that will be converted to 

hydrogen will be stored in the hydrogen container (see H2 in figure 8). All the stored 

hydrogen will be saved during summertime.  

 

Phase 2 shows how the scheme works in winter. All the stored hydrogen with the help of a 

fuel cell will be converted to electricity during winter (see PEM / alkaline in figure 8). The 

converted electricity with the help of a heat pump will be used to heat the apartments during 

winter (see heat pump in figure 8). This case will be one hundred percent green as no fossil 

fuels will be needed from power plants during nights or cold time. Fossil fuels will be 

changed to hydrogen which will be used during cold time.  
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Figure 8. Principle Design. Reprinted from “Wave opportunity assessment,” by "Hydrogen Institute".  
    Copyright 2019 by “Hydrogen Institute”.  

 

The case of hydrogen is better for the environment as no CO2 is emitted. However, some 

problems with the hydrogen application exist in the Netherlands. Rocco van de Kar 

mentioned that the biggest problem with hydrogen is the fact that it is a new substance, which 

has never been used in the Netherlands. No legal laws exist that define the usage of hydrogen 

in households. Consequently, novelty became the reason why the case of hydrogen was 

refused in the Emmeloord project. Electricity was chosen as the most appropriate solution. In 

a broad meaning, natural gas would be changed to electricity. All the apartments would 

function with gas-free. Residents’ apartments would be changed to all-electric but fossil fuels 

would be still used during nights and cold times.  

 

Apart from changing the heating source of apartments, other changes were also discussed. All 

the residents, whose apartments were going to be restored, got the renovation booklets from 

“Mercatus”. The biggest changes appeared in the outside part of the buildings based on the 

booklet’s information (“Groot onderhoud flats Old Putten, Verlehorst, Hulkesteijn en 

Nijenbeek; Informatie voor huurders”, Februari 2019). The façade of buildings would be 

totally reconstructed. New wooden frames with thicker glass would be installed changing the 

current windows. Furthermore, the doors of balconies would be 10 centimeters wider. The 

wider doors would be made because of disabled people, for instance: people who use 

wheelchairs. Moreover, the buildings would be much better insulated after the renovation. 

Insulation of roofs, ceilings, rooms, garages, corridors, new front doors would help to retain 

heat inside the apartments. Moreover, less noise would come from outside to the buildings 

after insulation. In addition, all apartments would be renewed by repainting the walls, 

changing the light system and making them more up-to-date.  
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In addition, some changes related to heating mechanisms were also considered. The meters 

that count the heating consumption per apartment would be changed. After the renovation, 

the new meters with digital heat consumption would be installed (see figure 9).  Furthermore, 

the low- temperature heaters would change the old ones (see figure 10). The new heaters 

would use less energy. Residents would be able to control the heat in their homes by a 

thermostat (see figure 10). Finally, the new ventilation, video system with cameras in the 

entrances of every four-building would be installed (see figure 11).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. The digital heat consumption meter installed in the apartments after the renovation (nl.     
    Meter t.b.v. aflezen warmteverbruik in de woning). Reprinted from “Groot onderhoud flats 
    Old Putten, Verlehorst, Hulkesteijn en Nijenbeek; Informatie voor huurders” by    
   “Mercatus”, 2019, p. 7. Copyright 2019 by “Mercatus”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. The new heaters and thermostats, which will be installed in the apartments after the    
     renovation (nl. Radiator, Thermosstaat in de woonkamer). Reprinted from “Groot   
     onderhoud flats Old Putten, Verlehorst, Hulkesteijn en Nijenbeek; Informatie voor  
     huurders” by “Mercatus”, 2019, p. 7-8. Copyright 2019 by “Mercatus”.  
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Figure 11. The new video system and ventilation with the heat recovery, which will be installed in the 
       apartments after the renovation (nl. Intercom-videosysteem, Ventilatie me Warmte Terug 
      Winning (WTW)). Reprinted from “Groot onderhoud flats Old Putten Verlehorst,    
      Hulkesteijn en Nijenbeek; Informatie voor huurders” by “Mercatus”, 2019, p. 8-12.    
     Copyright 2019 by “Mercatus”.    
 

In conclusion, the energy transition was considered as the biggest change in the renovation 

project of the four social housing apartment complexes in Emmeloord. All the apartments 

were merely connected to natural gasses (sustainable energy) before the renovation. The plan 

was to make the apartments greener changing their energy source from sustainable (natural 

gas) to renewable (sun energy). However, sustainable sources such as fossil fuels from power 

plants would be still used after the renovation if the electricity case was implemented. 

Furthermore, the other changes were related to the installation of new heat consumption 

meters, heaters, thermostats in the apartments. The apartments should become more energy-

efficient and modern after the renovation.   

 
4.3. Trust application between “Mercatus” and residents 
 
The main trust topic will be discussed in this section. I split the trust process into two groups: 

“Mercatus” - residents and “Alliander” - “Hydrogen Institute” trust development processes. I 

divided the analysis of the trust process based on the interrelation analysis that is given in the 

section 4.1. All this section will be given to review the trust development process between the 

housing cooperative “Mercatus” and the residents of the four social housing complexes.   

 
4.3.1. “Mercatus” trust development strategy towards residents   
  

“Mercatus” was the only stakeholder that did not apply any trust for other stakeholders (at 

least this was not analyzed in the thesis regarding the lack of find arguments). However, 

“Mercatus” employees had to prepare the trust development strategy to influence residents’ 
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decisions positively towards the renovation. The employees of “Mercatus” were intended to 

convince residents about the potential value that renovation could bring for them. “Mercatus” 

was going to do it by preparing the trust development strategy. “Mercatus” wanted that 

residents accepted the renovation because of their commitment making the buildings more 

sustainable. Furthermore, the renovation’s success would make the image of “Mercatus” 

much more positive among the future renters. In such a case, “Mercatus” would increase its 

chances to be chosen by future renters. “Mercatus” employees stressed that this company did 

not have a positive image among the residents in the past. So, the renovation appeared as a 

good chance to change the opinions of residents:   

 

“We had to regain some trust. We had a bad image. We regained trust step by step. In every 

participation process, it is really aim to gain trust. I don’t know why they did not trust 

“Mercatus”. I think … Top - down. “Mercatus” decided - people pay rent. “Mercatus” was 

invisible. Something needed to be done in house - people get letter. We do the windows - 

that’s it. Very top - down, bureaucratic. “Mercatus” developed a change, people adjust to it. 

We had that image of “Mercatus” - bad company”, (De Bruin, personal interview, 2019) 

… 

“A lot of people didn’t like “Mercatus”. They don’t trust us so much. So, we had to make the 

first connection, contact to show people that we have a plan but they are allowed to have 

influence on that. We asked residents a long time ago: what do you like in the apartments in 

which you live? What don’t you like? What have to be changed? All those things said by 

residents were adjusted, so people can see that we listen them”, (Leijten, personal interview, 

2019). 

 

According to Janneke de Bruin, residents described “Mercatus” as the highly bureaucratic, 

invisible company with a top-down management approach. Consequently, “Mercatus” had to 

create a new communication strategy that would help to regain trust from residents. Table 3 

showed the new communication strategy that the employees of “Mercatus” created to 

influence residents’ opinions towards the renovation. The strategy started to apply in October 

2017. The application of strategy was finished in February 2019 with the end of the third 

meeting in the “Pro Rege” church in Emmeloord. I gathered all the information related to the 

trust establishment strategy doing the interviews with Ineke Leijten and Janneke de Bruin. In 

addition, Janneke sent me the two pages’ document “Capaciteiten planning Urkerflats: 

Project Warmte Revelsant” in which some activities related to the strategy approaches were 

defined (“Mercatus”, 2017).  
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Table 3. Trust establishment strategy which “Mercatus” applied to residents (created by the thesis  
author).  

The action The date 

1. Random communication in residents’ apartments October, 2017 

2. Creative approaches to establish connections with residents: 
fireplace, musicians, loom, photo collage Started from December, 2017 

3. Random communication with residents outside the apartments The date is not indicated 

4. Preparation of invitations and flyers for the first meeting with 
“Mercatus” employees The date is not indicated 

5. The first meeting in the “Pro Rege” church in Emmeloord à 68 
participants May, 2018 

6. The second meeting in the “Pro Rege” church in Emmeloord à71 
participants November, 2018 

7. “Mercatus” employee (Niels Sonneveld) with the blue box out of the 
street The date is not indicated 

8. The third meeting in the “Pro Rege” church in Emmeloord à 73 
participants February, 2019 

 

Table 3 provides information about the main steps which “Mercatus” employees had to 

implement to establish trustworthy relationships with residents whose apartments were going 

to be restored. “Mercatus” employees started their trust establishment strategy by ringing 

residents’ apartments doors and falling into conversations (see table 3). One of the first 

“Mercatus” employees’ interactions with residents was presented as follows:   

 

“We went to the flats. We tried to help them to be prepared. We want to fix the flats. With 

what kind of target group are we dealing with? “Mercatus” is going to stuck with residents for 

several years, so let’s make the work!”, (De Bruin, personal interview, 2019).  

 

“Mercatus” employees gathered the data about the demands of residents and wishes towards 

the renovation during the first interaction with residents. After the first meeting, more 

creative communication approaches started to be considered. To find the way how to trigger 
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residents’ attention towards the renovation - was essential to do. Consequently, the creative 

sessions with fireplace, musicians, loom and photo collage took place (see figures 12 and 13). 

“Mercatus” employees described the creative approaches as follow:   

  

“Firstly, we did random conversations with people at the apartments. Using these 

conversations, we tried to search the teams of every apartments’ blocks to find out what 

connects them, for instance: mainly old people live in Old Putten. Some people like to knit 

and other crafty work. So based on their interest, we came with the project of making some 

crafty work with them […] In other apartment blocks we met some people who were 

musicians, so we came with the plan to do some music events […] Every apartment blocks 

had some people with the same interest. So, through that, we tried to connect with them”, (De 

Bruin, personal interview, 2019).  

… 

“From the first apartment blocks in Nijenbeek we invited residents to come out of the houses 

and speak about sustainability. We had fireplace outside the apartments and we asked people 

to join us, to speak about the future. About the sustainability and all kind of things to make 

the contact!”, (Leijten, personal interview, 2019).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Creative approach with musicians in one of the four social housing buildings. Reprinted 
       from “Mercatus” (photos were sent by email to the thesis author), 2019. Copyright 2019 
      by “Mercatus”.   
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Figure 13. Creative approach with photo collage in one of the four social housing buildings.   
      Reprinted from “Mercatus” (photos were sent by email to the thesis author), 2019.   
     Copyright 2017 by “Mercatus”.   

 
The creative approaches, namely fireplace, musicians, loom or photo collage were chosen 

based on the residents’ interests. The employees of “Mercatus” used informal creative 

meetings to strengthen the relationships and got residents closer to each other to talk about 

the renovation. Communication with residents outside the apartments followed after creative 

approaches (see figure 14). One of the “Mercatus” employees presented random 

communication with residents as follows: 

 

“With coworkers I stood at the main entrance of the apartments’ blocks from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. 

We waited to come people from work and when try to talk with them. That didn’t work well 

because people were not open for that. We stood at one entrance and people parked their cars’ 

and went to the other entrance in order to avoid us. It didn’t work well because it was too late. 

People came home tired, just wanted to go home. So, I just saw people sneaking to the 

building through the other entrance”, (De Bruin, personal interview, 2019). 
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Figure 14. Random communication with residents outside the apartments. Reprinted from   
     “Mercatus” (photos were sent by email to the thesis author), 2019. Copyright 2019 by   
     “Mercatus”.   
 

As an interviewer explained, random communication with residents outside the apartments 

did not work well mainly because of time selection. Employees of “Mercatus” tried to 

communicate with residents at the end of a working day when residents came from work 

tired. Consequently, residents were not willing to communicate.  

 

Afterward, the preparation process of invitations and flyers for the first meeting between 

residents and “Mercatus” employees followed. Figure 15 shows the examples of invitations 

and flyers that were prepared for residents inviting them to the creative meeting with 

fireplace and the first meeting in the “Pro Rege” church in Emmeloord. The main purpose of 

invitations and flyers was to spread an informative message for residents. The employees of 

“Mercatus” wanted to encourage residents to participate in the meetings. The fact that 

residents were from social housing apartments strongly influenced the making process of 

invitations and flyers. The “Mercatus” employee who was responsible for making invitations 

and flyers expressed herself by saying:   

 

 “A lot of not well educated, unemployed people. They are a bit besides the society, so we 

have to find the right language to reach them […]  Our news letters have not too many lyric 

texts but a lot of pictures. Making information very visual - that’s a very important thing. So, 

people can understand what we are trying to say”, (De Bruin, personal interview, 2019).  
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Figure 15.  Invitations and flyers which were prepared for the residents inviting them to the creative 
       meeting with fireplace and the first meeting in the “Pro Rege” church (photos were sent 
      by email to the thesis author), 2019. Copyright 2019 by “Mercatus”.  

 

Afterward, the three meetings in the “Pro Rege” church in Emmeloord took place (see table 

3). The main purpose of the meetings was to get all the residents together. To introduce 

residents with all the renovation’s plans, to answer their questions and to start the discussion 

on the renovation topic. All the stages before the meetings were focused on finding out more 

about the residents, including their demands, worries towards the renovation. Meanwhile, the 

meetings served as a reflection of what residents said to “Mercatus”. The meetings were 

focused on showing that “Mercatus” listened and paid attention to residents’ opinions. This 

was done, including residents’ wishes, demands in the presentations of meetings. 

 

One of the “Mercatus” employees sent me the presentations of the second and the third 

meetings that helped to see how the meetings’ topics varied from each other. Moreover, I 

asked Ineke Leijten why the church of Emmellord was chosen as the location of meetings 

during the conversation in her car.7 She gave me an explanation stating two reasons: good 

location (residents live nearby) and good atmosphere. Ineke expressed herself by saying: 

 

“I hope Jesus will help us!”, (Leijten, personal talk, 2019).  

 

Sixty-eight residents from the four social housing apartment complexes participated in the 

first meeting. Ineke Leijten and Janneke de Bruin described the first meeting as follows:   

 

                                                
7 Ineke Leijten gave me the lift to my new apartment in Emmeloord, the Netherlands in which I settled down to      
do my research.   
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“The first meeting was with the presentation and group interviews. They8 divided residents in 

small groups. So they all can have conversations with each other. I think the main goal of the 

first meeting was to let residents know what kind of information we gathered from them. This 

is what we heard what you said, all the ideas which you said. Do you have something more to 

add?”, (De Bruin, personal interview, 2019).    

… 

“Earlier presentations were about all the complains which you9 have about your apartments. 

We did a list of items, things and collected all the negative points which renters said for us, 

for instance: bad boilers, poor look of apartments. All this was collected to show during the 

first meeting”, (Leijten, personal interview, 2019).  

 

In essence, the first meeting between “Mercatus” and residents was focused on showing that 

“Mercatus” paid attention to what residents said. This was done, including the residents’ 

thoughts in the first meeting’s presentation. The first meeting had to strengthen the trusty 

relationships between residents and “Mercatus”. After that, the second meeting followed. 

Seventy-one residents, including all the four apartment complexes participated in the second 

meeting. The second meeting was focused on the renovation itself, starting to introduce 

residents with the renovation plan. The employee of “Mercatus” described the second 

meeting as follows:  

 

“Second meeting was based on presenting the plan, the renovation’s idea for residents. It was 

very general, mainly the impression and let them see that we are listening them and we are 

implementing their ideas. We mentioned the dates what we going to do and we promised to 

stick to that days”, (De Bruin, personal interview, 2019).  

 

The main implementation ideas were presented by “Mercatus” during the second meeting (nl. 

Welkom Het plan voor uw woning is klaar), (“Mercatus”, 2018). The complaints of residents 

related to the apartments and possible solutions were also stressed. In addition, the topics of 

sustainable buildings, energy storage and its importance in a household were included in the 

second meeting as well. More than that, residents were introduced to the main changes that 

would happen after the renovation. One of the most significant changes was twenty-five 

euros’ extra charge for the household bills. Finally, residents were introduced with the 

                                                
8 Talking about “Mercatus” employees. 
9 Talking about residents.  
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important dates of the renovation, for instance: the date when residents would have to vote 

for the acceptance of the renovation (“Mercatus”, 2018). 

  

“Mercatus” employee (Niels Sonneveld) stood with the tiny blue box close to the apartments 

between the second and the third meetings. The main Niel’s function was to answer 

residents’ questions if they had about the renovation. Furthermore, some residents wanted to 

talk with “Mercatus” employees’ in a more private environment. So, Niels went to residents’ 

homes to talk instead of asking residents to come to the “Mercatus” office. Janneke de Bruin 

described Niel’s function as follows:   

 

“He started interviews by ringing the bells but also if people had questions or wanted to talk 

with us personally - Niels went there. It worked very well. Niels was kind of filter for us. 

People usually did not come to the blue box downstairs but prefer talking when Niels went to 

their homes”, (De Bruin, personal interview, 2019).  

  

Niels helped to establish better dialog with residents. Trustworthy relationships were 

strengthened between “Mercatus” and residents because of personal talks. Finally, the last 

third meeting took place in the “Pro Rege” church in Emmeloord. I participated in this 

meeting as well (see figure 15). However, the meeting language was Dutch. So, as a non-

Dutch speaker, I was not able to understand many things. “Mercatus” employee explained the 

purpose of the last third meeting as follows:  

 

“We had the definite plan and we wanted to provide them all the information with all formal 

procedures starting from the point that 70% of renters have to agree in order to start the 

renovation!”, (De Bruin, personal interview, 2019).  
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Figure 16. The third arranged “Mercatus” meeting with residents in the “Pro Rege” church in       
      Emmeloord, the Netherlands (the figures were made by the thesis author).  
 

Based on the third meeting presentation’s analysis, the main statistical information was 

discussed, for instance: the number of interviewed people, the average age of residents (nl. 

“Urkerflats: Bewoners aan het word”, 2019), (“Mercatus”, 2019). In addition, the table with 

two sections: complaints and points of improvement per one apartment block was also 

shown. The Mercatus applied trust application strategy came to an end with the third 

meeting. 
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Box 2.  

The thesis author’s impression about the third meeting in the “Pro Rege” church in 

Emmeloord, the Netherlands. 

 

Two meetings slots were scheduled with residents during that night. The first meeting started 

at 15.30 p.m. Almost all the tables in the room were full. Together with the other student, I 

took the seat at the back of the room. The employees of “Mercatus” and “Hydrogen Institute” 

as well as architects, engineers took the seat close to us. You were able to see all the residents 

from the back. People did not look diverse, keeping in mind their appearance. Several black 

people and one woman wearing a hijab. The rest older white people. Almost all people were 

quite mature around fifty-sixty years old. Only several younger people were noticed. 

 

In the beginning, Janneke introduced all the residents with professionals who came to talk 

about the renovation project. She called everyone by one, saying: this is an architect, this is an 

engineer and so on. Janneke introduced us (the other student Nora and me) by saying: “This is 

our students who are doing the research on the renovation project”. Everyone turned around 

and looked at us. I was afraid that nobody wouldn’t ask me something in Dutch. 

 

Finally, the power-point presentation started. It was in Dutch. I did not understand many 

things. However, it was interesting to observe and made field notes only focusing on people’s 

reactions. The thing that really caught my attention was the part when I had seen on the 

screen the Dutch title: “Bewoners gaven aan in de Verlehorst”. One of the residents 

something asked Janneke after this slide. Some residents’ moods significantly changed after 

the Janneke’s given answer. Suddenly, residents became restless. I did not understand what 

was going on. So, I asked Nora (the other Dutch student who did the research together with 

me) to comment. As I found later, residents got anxious because they would have to buy the 

inductive pans by themselves after the renovation. “Mercatus” employees promised to buy the 

electric hotplates but not the pans or pots. Consequently, residents got scared that it can be so 

expensive that they would not be able to afford it. 
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Some issues were also noticed after implementation of the trust strategy. Janneke de Bruin 

mentioned that the biggest challenge was to keep the connection with residents after 

everything was done:  

 

“The plan is done. We communicated the plan for residents and we are quit right now. 

However, behind the scenes “Mercatus” is very busy with all kind of steps and it is a great 

challenge how to stay connected with residents during this period. So, I am preparing the 

news letters in which I am leaving information about all the boring stuff but at least it is 

information. I want people to know that we are busy, we are not forgetting them, we are 

working hard!”, (De Bruin, personal interview, 2019).   

 

The newsletters prepared by “Mercatus” became the solution to keep the connection with 

residents. The given information had to remind residents not to forget the renovation and to 

be prepared for it.  

 

To sum up, the trust establishment strategy that “Mercatus” applied to residents was 

discussed in this section. The strategy included the main eight stages through which 

“Mercatus” employees tried to establish connection with residents. The application of 

strategy and given investments to it - paid off. The best illustration of the strategy efficiency 

was the increased number of people who participated in the first, second and third meetings 

(see table 3). In addition, more than 80% of residents voted for the renovation. Both 

achievements meant that residents’ attention towards the renovation was positively triggered. 

The reaction of residents to the trust strategy applied by Mercatus will be discussed in the 

next subsection.   

 
4.3.2. Residents’ applied calculative trust to “Mercatus”   
 

The trust development strategy that “Mercatus” applied to residents was discussed in the 

previous section. The main object of the strategy was to establish trustworthy relationships 

with residents in order to affect their decisions towards the renovation. This subsection 

reviews the residents’ respond to the “Mercatus” efforts, applying the calculative trust 

principle.  

 

I noticed that calculative trust was the most common trust type that residents applied to 

“Mercatus”. As it is mentioned in the theory part, calculative trust can only happen if 
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beneficial relationships among agents are perceived (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt & Camerer, 

1998). Poppo, Zhou and Li (2016) explain that beneficial relationships can be reflected 

through the potential tangible profit which one agent feels towards the other. Consequently, 

the beneficial relationships between residents and “Mercatus” reflected during the renovation 

project as well. I figured out that residents were willing to trust “Mercatus” because this 

company would help to fix their apartments. In other words, residents perceived the benefit 

collaborating with “Mercatus”. The residents’ opinions about the renovation are illustrated by 

stating:  

 

“I like it because these apartments are very old. They were built in 1971. They are very old 

and some things do not work good like electricity. So, renovation would help to solve many 

problems”, (Resident 1, personal interview, 2019). 

… 

“I like it. I like it because the boiler in the kitchen will be changed. I have problems with hot 

water”, (Resident 2, personal interview, 2019).   

… 

“Ok! Ventilation is not good in a bathroom! Come, look!”, (Resident 3, personal interview, 

2019).  

… 

“I think it is necessary. It is getting too old. I am living here 12 years. The heaters are not 

working good. It is always very cold. I am always cold”, (Resident 4, personal interview, 

2019).  

… 

“The wood very bad around the windows’ frames. It is old. Wind is blowing and you feel 

that. Also, kitchen … I want no gas! I have no boiler. I heat hot water with gas!”, (Resident 5, 

personal interview, 2019).   

 

The research data showed that firstly residents connected renovation with personal benefit.  

No other peculiarities such as the potential renovation influence on society or environment 

were considered. This proposed the idea that residents can only be positive about the 

renovation if the clear renovation benefit could be perceived. The profit strongly influenced 

the residents’ trust level applied to “Mercatus”. Residents started to mention all the problems 

which they had in the apartments when I had asked to specify the main reasons why the 

renovation should happen. The main problems that residents mentioned about their 

apartments were grouped in the table below.  
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      Table 4. The main problems which residents mentioned about their apartments (created by the 
        thesis author).  

 
Table 4 shows the main issues which residents had with their apartments. Residents wanted 

that “Mercatus” made their apartments the place better to live. Residents would accept the 

renovation if “Mercatus” implemented this condition. As a result, “Mercatus” adapted its 

collaboration with residents, including the issues of apartments. The efforts of “Mercatus” - 

paid off. Residents noticed that “Mercatus” paid attention to the issues. In the end, residents 

were willing to collaborate with “Mercatus” accepting the renovation.  

 

In addition, some residents mentioned sustainability as the other important aspect that 

influenced their decisions regarding the renovation. Some residents raised the concerns that 

renovation should help not only solve the technical issues that were related to the 

The problem Explanation 

1. Bad working water boiler in a 
kitchen. Residents had to use a lot of gas to heat hot water in a kitchen.  

2. Problems with safety fuses.  Residents complained that sometimes the safety fuses turned 
off when a washing machine was used in the apartments.  

3. Problems with the ventilation of 
buildings  

Some residents showed mold on ceilings in a bathroom saying 
that this happening because of poor ventilation.  

 
Some residents expressed their dissatisfaction regarding 

kitchens’ ventilation. Residents mentioned that you always 
had to open windows in a kitchen when you cooked because 

of unpleasant smell.  

4. Problems with heaters 
Some residents raised concerns regarding heaters that did not 
have thermostats. Residents complained that you always had 

to play with heaters to set the right temperature in a room. 

5. Problems with layout of apartments 

Some disable residents raised their concerns about the doors 
of apartments. Residents complained that doors of apartments 
were not wide enough for wheelchairs. You simply got stuck 

in a doorstep.  
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infrastructure of the old buildings but also contributed to a more sustainable environment. 

During the personal interviews some residents expressed themselves by saying:  

 

“I think it is a good plan. I think it is good because it is important that we use all the things we 

can make this building more sustainable. You can destroy the building and make the other 

one but you can also reuse it. I have to say that the first time when “Mercatus” came to talk 

about it. I was very happy, very please because I have been thinking of how I can use sun? 

Why I could not make my own solar system?”, (Resident 1, personal interview, 2019).  

… 

“Well …I think it is a good thing that they are going to use solar power or heating pumps. I 

am also happy that they thought about the fact if it doesn’t work properly that we would have 

back up system. If solar power isn’t enough, we can automatically switch to normal 

electricity”, (Resident 2, personal interview, 2019).  

… 

“I prefer sustainability because Ukraine and the Netherlands are very different. You can see 

many wind turbines, solar panels here in the Netherlands. Everything is clean. So, I definitely 

prefer sustainability and solar panels on apartments’ roofs”, (Resident 3, personal interview, 

2019).  

… 

“For me personally sustainability is important. I try to do little things. I can live my life and 

think okay … I am sixty this year. Maybe, I am not 20 but I have children and 

granddaughters. I think about them. This World can’t go like this. I do little things: I close the 

door when I leave. So, it is important”, (Resident 4, personal interview, 2019).   

 

Sustainability was the other point showing that residents applied calculative trust to 

“Mercatus”. Some residents paid attention if the renovation’s plan was connected to 

sustainability. The renovation plan, which includes the goals of sustainability, shows 

residents that “Mercatus” is sharing similar values with them. Consequently, some residents 

will be more motivated to vote for the renovation if they see that “Mercatus” pays attention to 

what residents say. In such a case, residents would start to apply the pre-experiential 

calculative trust to “Mercatus”. The pre-experiential calculative trust would be grounded by 

the share of similar values between “Mercatus” and residents (Davies & Prince, 2005).  

Finally, the signed paper between residents and “Mercatus” contributed to the calculative 

trust application, which residents applied. One of the “Mercatus” employees mentioned that 
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all the things which were communicated to residents about the renovation should be written 

down on a paper and signed by both parties:  

 

“The other thing which is very important and which I learned from the other projects was this: 

every thing you talked with residents, you have to make the report about it on black and 

white. “Mercatus” has to sign it and residents has to sign it. All the agreements you made 

with residents, constructions in their house or support you give, you must to sum up on a 

paper. Consensus should be reached”, (De Bruin, personal interview, 2019).  

 

The signed paper between “Mercatus” employees and residents would limit both 

stakeholders’ relations to impersonal, technical interaction (Mizrachi, Drori & Anspach, 

2007). This is highly important for residents as they want to be sure that no strong deviances 

related to the renovation appear. In addition, an official paper would make residents feel safe 

that all the promises that are given from the “Mercatus” side - realized. Consequently, the 

official paper would strengthen the calculative trust, which residents apply to “Mercatus”. 

 

In conclusion, the main three arguments were found showing that residents applied 

calculative trust to “Mercatus”, which were: the renovation profit, the aspect of sustainability 

and the signed contract of the renovation project. Firstly, one of the main reasons why 

residents trusted “Mercatus” was related to the renovation value. Residents thought that 

renovation would make their apartments the place better to live. This aspect became one of 

the main motives to vote for the renovation. Secondly, the aspect of sustainability became the 

other point that motivated some residents to vote for the renovation. Third, the signed 

renovation paper helped residents to be certain that renovation would follow according to the 

definite plan.  

 
4.3.3. Residents’ applied normative and affective trust to ‘Mercatus’  
 

This subsection is given to review the normative and affective trust types that residents 

applied to the housing cooperative “Mercatus”. Some residents’ trust application to 

“Mercatus” was not only grounded by the rational motives but the interpersonal relations or 

emotions. Thus, this section will elaborate on the mentioned peculiarities.  

   

On the one hand, residents had strong logical arguments to trust “Mercatus”. The housing 

cooperative precisely communicated all the changes during the face to face conversations or 
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the joint meetings in the “Pro Rege” church. Furthermore, residents signed the official 

document in which all the points related to the renovation were stated. On the other hand, all 

the things which “Mercatus” communicated to residents were only words without any visual 

justifications. This means that residents and the employees of “Mercatus” were only able to 

imagine how the buildings would look like after the renovation. However, the chance that 

expectations would not match the reality existed. At a certain point, residents had to believe 

in the “Mercatus” intentional good-willed performance. In other words, some not logical but 

purely emotional factors had to exist to help “Mercatus” to establish good, emotionally 

charged personal relationships with residents (Mizrachi, Dqrori & Anspach, 2007). This 

meant that affective and normative trust applications applied by residents to “Mercatus” had 

to exist.  

 

Using the theoretical framework of Mizrachi, Drori and Anspach (2007), normative trust can 

be explained as the safe relationships which dominate in families or friendships. The most 

common attributes of normative trust are subjectivity and non-rational connection. One of the 

interviewers explained that she had personal relationships with the “Mercatus” employee. 

The information stated as follows: 

 

“Me: Did you have any close relationships with “Mercatus” employees with who you spoke a 

lot?  

 

Resident: I only know one person, it is X10. I know X because my daughter is married to a 

man and his older sister is the girlfriend of X. So, that’s my daughter’s brother-in-law. So, X 

came here because I had to say X some personal things and also talk about renovation. Not 

everyone has to do with this and X proposed to come here in my home”, (Resident 1, personal 

interview, 2019).   

 

The given information revealed the close connection between the resident and the employee 

of “Mercatus”. The resident was willing to collaborate with “Mercatus” by inviting this 

company’s employee to her apartment. The resident invited the employee to her apartment 

due to the relationship aspect. In a broad sense, the invited person was her relative. The 

resident explained that she invited the employee to her home to talk about her personal 

matters and also renovation. Renovation was mentioned only in a context. Furthermore, 

                                                
10 The “Mercatus” employee’s name is hidden due to confidentiality.   
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during the interview, the same resident expressed her worry about the inductive pans, which 

she would have to buy by herself. The resident mentioned that inductive pans were rather 

expensive and she was not sure if she could afford it. However, the interviewer corrected 

herself after a while by mentioning the “Mercatus” employee who could help to solve this 

issue: 

 

Resident: “X, he said he has to look into it because the cost already that much …”, (Resident 

1, personal interview, 2019).   

 

The given data revealed the existence of emotionally charged personal relationships 

(friendship) between the resident and the “Mercatus” employee X (Mizrachi, Drori & 

Anspach, 2007). This reflected through the resident’s behavior. The resident trusted the 

“Mercatus” employee by inviting him to her flat and delegating tasks about the inductive 

pans. Consequently, this resident was more willing to accept the renovation because of the 

relationship tie. In other words, personal relationships worked as a guarantee that the 

renovation project would be developed according to the plan. 

 

In addition, affective was the other trust type that dominated between residents and the 

employees of “Mercatus”. One of the main affective trust attributes are emotional security 

and the relationship strength between the parties (Johnson & Grayson, 2005). Some residents 

had to feel emotional secure and stable to trust “Mercatus”. The given information below 

showed that psychological processes and feelings played an important part in the trust 

process of residents:  

 

“Me: What do you think about the meetings in church?  

The resident: I like the plan they gave us. I like the honesty which I felt during the meetings 

with them. They mentioned not only the positive things but also the difficulties with which 

we would suffer, for example: noise. I appreciate their honesty!”, (Resident 1, personal 

interview, 2019). 

… 

“Me: Do you have any worries about “Mercatus”? 

Woman: Nothing like that. I have very high expectations for the renovation. “Mercatus” is 

going to come to my home and we are going to talk about it. “Mercatus” is just coming to my 

home to talk about my wishes!”, (Resident 2, personal interview, 2019).  
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… 

“Me: What do you think about the meetings in church? 

Woman: That was okay. The lady was less nervous than the previous times. The first time 

was good but she was a little bit nervous, more nervous than this time”, (Resident 3, personal 

interview, 2019) 

 

Residents became more connected with “Mercatus” when they had felt “Mercatus” 

employees’ honesty. Furthermore, the personal attention, which was given by “Mercatus” 

employees to residents (private visits to residents’ apartments) strengthened the relationships 

as well. Finally, the stable psychological state of “Mercatus” employees was also noticed and 

positively evaluated by residents.  

 

To sum up, the application of normative and affective trust types was discussed in this 

section. The normative trust was reflected through the personal relationships between 

residents and the employees of “Mercatus”. Moreover, the application of affective trust was 

strongly influenced by the positive emotional feelings such as calmness, honesty and personal 

attention.  

 

4.4. Trust application between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” 
 

The trust process between the energy network company “Alliander” and the consultancy 

based private company ‘Hydrogen Institute’ is elaborated in this section. The analysis of the 

trust process between these two companies was chosen due to their mutual dependence on 

each other. Both companies were responsible for energy transition development from non-

renewable/sustainable to renewable/sustainable in the Emmeloord project. Furthermore, 

“Alliander” was the main sponsor of the feasibility study prepared by “Hydrogen Institute”.  

 

 4.4.1. Collaboration process between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” 
 

The collaboration process between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” is reviewed in this 

subsection. The analysis of the collaboration process between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen 

Institute” helps to understand the trust development process better. Furthermore, the 

collaboration process summarizes the main issues with which both stakeholders faced during 

the interaction time. The interaction analysis between the two stakeholders is summarized in 

table 5.  
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Table 5. The collaboration process between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” (created  by the 
 thesis author).  

The action Explanation 

1. The introduction meeting 

The first introduction meeting among “Mercatus”, 

“Alliander”, the “Noordoostpolder municipality”, “Hydrogen 

Institute”. 

2. The face to face meeting 
The first face to face meeting between “Alliander” and 

“Hydrogen Institute”. 

3. The face to face meeting between 

“Alliander” and “Gasunie” 

“Alliander” employees met with the “Gasunie” organization’s 

representatives to discuss the possible collaboration 

opportunities with “Hydrogen Institute”. 

4. The signed contract 
“Mercatus”, “Alliander”, “Hydrogen Institute” and “Gasunie” 

signed the collaboration contract in the “Mercatus’ office”. 

5. Assigned the project leader from the 

“Allianders” side 

“Alliander” assigned Stijn Flart (the strategy and innovation 

consultant) as the project leader. Stijn also became the main 

contact person collaborating with “Hydrogen Institute”. 

6. The communication tools 

Emails and phone calls were chosen as the main 

communication tools between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen 

Institute”. 

7. The given research presentation 
“Hydrogen Institute” sent the hydrogen feasibility study’s 

presentation to “Alliander”. 

8. “Alliander” final decision regarding the 

project 
“Alliander” decided to leave the Emmeloord project. 

 

Table 5 is prepared focusing on the interviews with Elbert Huijzer (the employee of 

“Alliander”). The first meeting between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” took place in 

the “Mercatus” office in Emmeloord (see part 1, table 5). Elbert Huijzer commented the first 

meeting by stating:    
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“We were invited to join this research project to renovate the building and use hydrogen as an 

option to store and distribute energy. The question during the first meeting was if we11 are 

interested to join and distribute? It was very open discussions about “Mercatus” chosen 

decision to renovate the buildings, not like power point presentations just discussion around 

the table […] So, basically we agreed on the share vision we have to work on, to find a way to 

collaborate. So, that’s the way to say goodbye to each other and see you again”, (Resident 1, 

personal interview, 2019). 

 

Elbert Huijzer described the first meeting as the introductory one during which the main 

project goals were presented by “Mercatus”. “Mercatus” employees paid special attention to 

describe with what kind of target group they were dealing. In addition, no special interaction 

between “Mercatus” and “Hydrogen Institute” were noticed besides the fact that both 

stakeholders shared their visions on energy and its transition during the first joint meeting. 

After the first meeting, the representatives of “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” met each 

other in Amsterdam (see part 2, table 5). The second meeting’s target was focused on 

discussing a possible collaboration. Elbert Huijzer and Chiel Boonstra described the second 

face to face meeting by stating:    

 

“That was positive. It was a discussion about what kind of company you are. I wanted to learn 

more questions who you are? What I can expect from you? […] On that time we agreed: 

okay, make the proposal!”, (Huijzer, personal interview, 2019). 

... 

“I am happy with the all process how it went. We had a good definition of the issue and good 

description of what should be done at least at the higher level. A good understanding what the 

ambitions and the goal were”, (Boonstra, personal interview, 2019).  

 

In general, both parties, including “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” were positive about 

the second meeting’s results. “Alliander” described the second meeting as a pleasant one with 

some ambivalent feelings. Meanwhile, “Hydrogen Institute” commented the second meeting 

as positive. Finally, “Alliander” decided to collaborate with “Hydrogen Institute”. In the time 

following, the employees of “Allianders” met with the representatives of “Gasunie” to 

discuss the possible collaboration of this company in the project (see part 3, table 5). 

Afterward, the collaboration contract among “Mercatus”, “Hydrogen Institute”, “Alliander” 

                                                
11 Talking about “Alliander”. 
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and “Gasunie” was signed in the “Mercatus” office (see part 4, table 5). The main intention 

of the contract was to define the stakeholders’ responsibilities and functions in the project. In 

addition, Elbert Huijzer commented that Stijn Flart became the main person from the 

“Alliander” side to communicate with “Hydrogen Institute” (see part 5, table 5). In the 

meantime, emails and phone calls became the main communication tools between 

“Mercatus” and “Hydrogen Institute” (see part 6, table 5). Moreover, the employees of 

“Alliander” mentioned that face to face meetings were refused due to lack of time:  

 

“In the beginning, we had kind of agreement that we would go every Wednesdays’ afternoon 

to Emmeloord to discuss together but very fast we said: we really have to travel to 

Emmeloord? We can make phone calls and emails! So, that idea was lost very fast”, (Huijzer, 

personal interview, 2019).  

 

The presentation of feasibility study that was given by “Hydrogen Institute” to “Alliander” 

strongly influenced the later development of professional relationships between the two 

stakeholders (see part 7, table 5). The topic of the presentation was based on the hydrogen 

implementation in the Emmeloord renovation project, including technical calculations, 

efficiency, expenses and etc. The presentation was described by “Alliander” employees as 

follows: 

 

“At the end we got very rough slides, some drawings, some power point presentations, no 

layout or whatever. Very rudimental information and missing context totally. Just some 

pictures but no explanation what does it mean! No report behind it! This is what we do not 

expect … Also, I do not remember if the further meeting went or we cancelled it …”, 

(Huijzer, personal interview, 2019).  

… 

“The technical concept, we expected the higher quality of the results. Based on the report, we 

needed more details. How are we going to do this? That was still a bit vague. They mentioned 

things but it was still vague. They mentioned we need this technical component but they 

didn’t, in my opinion, do the calculations to size the component. So, it was a little bit vague”, 

(Flart, personal interview, 2019).  

 

The employees of “Alliander” commented that the presentation, which was given by 

“Hydrogen Institute”, was prepared in low quality. According to Elbert Huijzer and Stijn 

Flart, the presentation included rudimental information, no explanations and was vague. In 
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order to have a full picture of the case, I also asked the opinion of Chiel Boonstra about the 

presentation. The owner of the “Hydrogen Institute” commented that the main presentation’s 

problem and the collaboration process with “Alliander” itself were different expectations. 

Chiel Boonstra mentioned that the main two research projects’ parts had to be implemented 

on the Emmeloord project: the feasibility and engineering studies. Firstly, you prepared the 

feasibility study and only after that, the engineering study with more accurate calculations 

and explanations could be presented. According to Chiel, ‘Alliander’ employees did not 

understand this and wanted to get everything per one time. The comment of Chiel Boonstra is 

stated below:  

 

“We have done feasibility study based on Emmeloord and as a follow up on this you need an 

engineering definitions in what you are really going to do with heat pumps, electrolyser 

machines, what is the capacity of our system. Here “Alliander” expectations belonged to early 

phase […] This is the thing you can only do if there is further project”, (Boonstra, personal 

interview, 2019).  

 

Chiel Boonstra explained that the employees of “Alliander” wanted to get all the information 

per one time, including feasibility and engineering studies. However, this was impossible to 

do as a feasibility study was the first step towards the project consideration. The exact 

calculations with accurate information could be prepared (the engineering study) only after 

the revision of the primary data (the feasibility study) by both parties. As a result, the later 

communication between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” developed negatively due to 

this miscommunication. The different expectations and the collaboration process became one 

of the main aspects that encouraged “Alliander” to leave the project. The employees of 

“Alliander” commented the situation as follows:   

 

“I think it was a part of our problem. Our expectations were totally different between 

“Hydrogen Institute” and us12 by professional quality, by delivering the results”, (Huijzer, 

personal interview, 2019). 

… 

“Currently we stopped the project from “Liander” because they13 finished the feasibility 

study. Based on the feasibility study, we do not see any further “Liander” role in this project”, 

(Flart, personal interview, 2019). 

                                                
12 Talking about an energy network company “Alliander”.  
13 Talking about “Hydrogen Institute”. 
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To sum up, the whole communication process between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” 

was discussed in this section. The communication process was comprised of the main eight 

steps. It started from the open discussions about the energy transition, face to face meetings 

between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute”. Afterward, the involved stakeholders signed 

the collaboration contract, which defined the exact stakeholders’ functions in the project. 

Finally, “Alliander” decided to step back from the project partly because of the given 

feasibility study by “Hydrogen Institute”.  

 

4.4.2. “Alliander” applied calculative trust to “Hydrogen Institute”  
 

The previous section elaborated on the main principles which “Aliander” followed 

communicating with “Hydrogen Institute”. Contractual obligations, formal procedures and 

performance standards were included in the collaboration process with “Hydrogen Institute” 

(Mizrachi, Drori & Anspach, 2007). Meantime, this subsection would focus on the 

calculative trust which “Alliander” applied to ‘Hydrogen Institute’. The table with the 

calculative trust examples, which the employees of “Alliander” applied to “Hydrogen 

Institute” - stated below. 

 

Table 6. The examples of calculative trust which “Alliander” employees applied to “Hydrogen 
 Institute” (created by the thesis author).  

The example The Explanation 

1. The main “Alliander” reasons to join the 

renovation project 

 The first innovative project implementation in the 

Netherlands; one of the former “Hydrogen Institute” owners’ 

relations with the Dutch royal family. 

2. The main “Alliander” doubts based on the 

collaboration with “Hydrogen Institute” 

 No real experience on hydrogen; no real position in the 

project.  

3. The signed contract 
The signed contract describing the main stakeholders’ 

responsibilities and functions. 

4. Evaluation of the feasibility study by 

“Alliander” 

The given presentation by “Hydrogen Institute” was 

evaluated as a low-quality product.   
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One of the main calculative trust aspects is a benefit, which one agent perceives about the 

other. The employees of “Alliander” collaboration reasons with “Hydrogen Institute” were 

mainly grounded by intentional profit (see part 1, table 6). This could be illustrated by the 

following thought:  

 

“There were two reasons personally felt that it was a good project to join. The first one was 

the surprise by the way “Mercatus” has already involved the residents. I thought this is very 

promising. This could be one of the first project in the Netherlands in which hydrogen 

distribution would be applied. (2) The other is really terrible one but … The other company, 

not “Hydrogen Institute” but the former part of “Hydrogen Institute”, I don’t remember the 

name. The owner is in hand of one of the princes, one of the Dutch princes. So, I said look: if 

this is going to be the end project, so he is going to do the opening. I want the prince of the 

Netherlands to cut the ribbon together with our CEO. Just the promotional value of having 

such a person to open the project was to say, well… This was promising. This is worth the 

money”, (Huijzer, personal interview, 2019). 

 

The given information revealed the main two factors that stimulated “Alliander” to join the 

renovation project in Emmeloord. The first one was based on the relevance of the project. 

“Alliander” can be the first company in the Netherlands, which contributes to the hydrogen 

implementation in the household if the project is implemented successfully. The project’s 

success will tremendously improve the image of “Alliander” in the Netherlands. In addition, 

“Alliander” will get access to complete other research if the project is implemented 

successfully. “Alliander” will be invited to the other projects as the company having relevant 

experience in the application of hydrogen. The second collaboration reason was related to the 

promotional value. One of the former owners of “Hydrogen Institute” had the relations with 

the Dutch princes. “Alliander” will collaborate with “Hydrogen Institute” if the Dutch prince 

participates in the project’s opening ceremony. In such a case, “Alliander” will improve its 

company’s image and get attention from the press. The given examples showed that the 

reasons why “Alliander” wanted to collaborate with “Hydrogen Institute” were grounded by 

intentional profit. “Alliander” trusted “Hydrogen Institute” because of the calculative 

incentives.  

 

In addition, “Alliander” had some rational doubts towards “Hydrogen Institute” (see part 2, 

table 6). The shared doubts by one of the employees of “Alliander” stated below:   
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“My doubts were the fact that “Hydrogen Institute” had the vision but no real experience on 

hydrogen. They never executed hydrogen project before… We were the first project for them. 

So, you know that money is going to be used for learning”, (Huijzer, personal interview, 

2019).   

 

The doubts that “Alliander” employee felt towards “Hydrogen Institute” were also strongly 

logical and profit-oriented. “Alliander” employees worried if “Hydrogen Institute” could 

perform the given tasks at a high level. The lack of knowledge and experience of ‘Hydrogen 

Institute” were noticed. Furthermore, “Alliander” employees worried that money would be 

given for learning. No other peculiarities related to this company’s participation in the project 

were considered. The employee of “Alliander” did not mention the doubts related to the 

‘Hydrogen Institute's’ influence on the other project’s stakeholders. Only personal, strongly 

logical grounded doubts, which potentially could affect “Alliander” were mentioned. This 

fact proposed that “Alliander” would collaborate with “Hydrogen Institute” if the strong, 

personally driven positive collaboration reasons existed. 

 

Furthermore, the signed contract and evaluation of the feasibility study also showed that 

“Alliander” applied calculative trust to “Hydrogen Institute” (see part 3 and 4, Table 6). The 

employee of “Alliander” explained the procedure of the signed contract by stating:   

 

“We signed the contract describing what “Hydrogen Institute” going to deliver, 

responsibilities about payments, knowledge we are going to bring. So, this is the typical 

consultancy project in the market, nothing strange. “Alliander” pays a large amount of money 

to “Hydrogen Institute”. So, we are the main sponsor and also we bring knowledge of 

electricity grid, typically on situation around there”, (Huijzer, personal interview, 2019).  

 

The contractual obligation among the parties is one of the main attributes of calculative trust 

(Mizrachi, Drori & Anspach, 2007). “Alliander” signed the contract with other stakeholders 

to define the whole stakeholders’ responsibilities such as payments, knowledge, or targets of 

delivery. This action helped the employees of “Alliander” to feel safe in collaboration with 

‘Hydrogen Institute’ as all the responsibilities were stated in the paper. Finally, evaluation of 

the feasibility study became the last collaboration point (see part 4, table 6). Elbert Huijzer 

and Stijn Flart mentioned that the feasibility study was prepared by the power-point 

presentation and made up seventy pages. Different topics were included, such as the principle 
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design scheme and its explanation, the data related to sustainable energy, its measurements, 

needs and utilization. In addition, information about the heating consumption, financial 

elaboration on the project was also included in the study. The employee of “Alliander” 

described the feasibility study as follows:   

 

“We lost our enthusiasm working together with “Hydrogen Institute”. Plus, the technical 

proposal they gave us was very rudimental while financial solution how they are going to 

make money afterwards was very, very elaborated. Highly professional quality. It contrasted 

to the technical part. It was not only proposal for technical solution but also proposal for 

financial position of “Hydrogen Institute”: about bringing parties together, earning money of 

their intermediate positions and getting yearly based fees. And it was something what I totally 

not expected. It was really for me coming out of the blue!”, (Huijzer, personal interview, 

2019).  

 

One of the main calculative trust principles are relationships that are grounded by 

performance standards (Mizrachi, Drori & Anspach, 2007). In this case, the trust application 

of the employees of “Alliander” depended on the quality of the feasibility studies, which 

were delivered by “Hydrogen Institute” (performance standard). The employees of 

“Alliander” started to distrust “Hydrogen Institute” because of the poor work quality. The 

having dissatisfaction strongly influenced the later communication process. “Alliander” 

partially left the project due to the lost trust working with ‘Hydrogen Institute’. 

 

In conclusion, the trust application of “Aliander” towards “Hydrogen Institute” was analyzed 

in this subsection. The main four aspects showed that “Alliander” applied calculative trust to 

“Hydrogen Institute”, which were: intentional reasons to join the project, rational doubts 

spread by “Alliander”, the signed contract and the evaluation of the feasibility studies. All the 

attributes revealed that “Alliander” applied trust to “Hydrogen Institute” if strong logical 

arguments to do so existed.  

 

4.4.3. “Hydrogen Institute” applied affective trust to “Alliander” 
 

Affective trust and its peculiarities are discussed in this subsection. One of the main affective 

trust signs are emotional security and relationship strength between the parties (Johnson & 

Grayson, 2005). Both attributes played an important role for “Hydrogen Institute” 

establishing trustworthy relationships with “Alliander”. However, only one interview was 
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arranged with the owner of “Hydrogen Institute” company. So, the discussion on the trust 

type which ‘Hydrogen Institute’ applied to “Alliander” would not be so extensively 

elaborated.   

 

One of the main success attribute which the owner of “Hydrogen Institute” specified to make 

the project successful was willingness. Chiel Boonstra mentioned that he missed enthusiasm 

from the employees of “Alliander” to make the project successful:  

 

“Me: What would be the ideal situation of the project? 

Chiel Boonstra: I think the willingness. The willingness to make the project successful. I 

think “Liander” is quite important. So, if they express their willingness to solve it14, not 

saying that they should do it but express their willingness to say: now we have seen all of this, 

now we know the organization, the project will be like this and this […] We can do it if 

people want to, but well… If people say that this is the project which cost a lot of money, it is 

not our priority …”, (Boonstra, personal interview, 2019). 

 

The information stated above proposed the idea that affective trust was applied by 

“Alliander” to “Hydrogen Institute”. “Hydrogen Institute” sought positive relationships 

collaborating with “Alliander”. Willingness is a soft attribute which can be reflected through 

the given personal attention, face to face meetings or ongoing interactions. “Alliander's” 

interaction with “Hydrogen Institute” was cold, merely grounded by telephone conversations 

and emails. Consequently, ‘Hydrogen Institute’ did not perceive the real efforts from the 

“Alliander” side to make the project successful. This strongly influenced the “Hydrogen 

Institute's” affective trust application as no real, strong personal connection with “Alliander” 

was established. 

 

In addition, affective trust is also reflected through the confidence one places in another 

based on feelings generated by the level of care and concern the person demonstrates 

(Washington, 2013). In the renovation case, the level of care and concern perceived through 

the demands of meetings. The owner of “Hydrogen Institute” commented that the lack of 

joint meetings between “Alliander” and the other stakeholders was one of the main issues 

which hindered the whole process of the collaboration:  

 

                                                
14 Talking about hydrogen implementation in the Emmeloord project.  
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“We had one common meeting with all the stakeholders. And when we only had meetings 

with almost one of the four stakeholders. One from “Gasunie” did not appear, when Liander 

did not appear. So, we had the meeting “Liander” on the table and not “Gasunie” […] And 

“Liander” delegated project to the lower level. So, Elbert15 did not participate and young guy 

Stijn16 only came later. He only put detailed questions without in fact support of the vision 

what to do!”, (Boonstra, personal interview, 2019).  

 

The information showed that “Hydrogen Institute” needed personal, face to face contact with 

“Alliander” employees and other stakeholders to reach common agreements. However, this 

was not possible to do as not all the stakeholders participated in the joint meetings. The 

affective trust application by “Hydrogen Institute” was strongly influenced as no care or 

interest was given from the stakeholders. Furthermore, the owner of “Hydrogen Institute” 

added that the consensus between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” was not possible to 

reach due to the lack of dialog: 

 

“Me: No dialog? 

Chiel Boonstra: No. Smaller questions17 happened and when dialog happened with “Liander” 

but we were not invited. We even do not know which arguments they discussed in “Liander”. 

You need for this project a better dialogue!”, (Boonstra, personal interview, 2019).  

 

The lack of personal contact between “Hydrogen Institute” and “Alliander” strongly hindered 

the communication process. As a consequence of it, the knowledge sharing procedure 

between “Hydrogen Institute” and “Alliander” was rather limited:  

 

“Me: I also got the impression from “Alliander” that the presentation which you sent to them 

was somehow lacking of details. But, as I understand, you were not able to provide all the 

information for them, right?  

Chiel Boonstra: Yes. We had conversations with people about the certain technology at the 

same time. So, in fact, we had in mind which brands or products should be used. But even 

this, we are not going to send that just on an email. You can’t give away everything you have 

in mind without knowing if you have collaborators or competitors at the end!”, (Boonstra, 

personal interview, 2019). 

 

                                                
15 Elbert Huijzer - the strategist grid operator.  
16 Stijn Flart - the project manager from the “Alliander” side.   
17 The questions which Stijn Flart raised during the meetings with Chiel Boonstra.  
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The given information showed the distrust factors that “Hydrogen Institute” felt towards 

“Alliander”. All the “Hydrogen Institute” collaboration’s process with “Alliander” was 

grounded by the affective trust principle, which reflected through emotional security, 

personal care and concern. “Hydrogen Institute” started to feel insecure towards “Alliander” 

regarding the poor emotional connection. The final sent presentation (feasibility study) by 

“Hydrogen Institute” to “Alliander” proved it as well. The sent information missed some data 

as “Hydrogen Institute” was not confident enough to include it. As the owner of “Hydrogen 

Institute” expressed himself: 

 

“You can’t give away everything you have in mind without knowing if you have 

collaborators or competitors at the end!”, (Boonstra, personal interview, 2019). 

 

All things considered, “Hydrogen Institute” needed strong personal contact and emotional 

security to trust “Alliander”. This can be reached through face to face meetings, the 

establishment of a dialog and the positive attitude to make the project successful. However, 

the lack of these aspects strongly hindered the communication process between “Alliander” 

and “Hydrogen Institute”. Consequently, the knowledge sharing procedure between 

“Hydrogen Institute” and “Alliander” was rather limited. 

 

4.5. The distrust factor between residents and the housing cooperative 
“Mercatus” 

 

Some distrust peculiarities between stakeholders are reviewed in this section. The residents’ 

distrust factors towards “Mercatus” are discussed. Residents had some logical arguments not 

to trust “Mercatus” and showed resistance towards the renovation. Meanwhile, the housing 

cooperative had to find solutions on how to maintain trust.  

 

Several definitions related to distrust were already presented in the theoretical part of the 

thesis. In essence, distrust could be explained as a disadvantageous attitude to trust, 

willingness to stay safe instead of vulnerable (Rompf, 2014). Residents mentioned some 

arguments about why they were not willing to accept the renovation during the interviews. 

The main residents’ distrust reasons regarding the renovation are recited in the table below. 
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Table 7.  Residents’ distrust examples towards the renovation (created by the thesis author).  

The Reason The Explanation 

1. Noise and other damage 

Some residents expressed their dissatisfaction with 

the noise which renovation can cause. Others are 

unhappy with dust. 

2. Additional expenses related to the renovation 

Some residents expressed their dissatisfaction with 

the additional expenses which renovation can cause, 

for instance: 25 euros bigger bills after the 

renovation. 

3. Complains about the buildings’ look after the 

renovation  

Some residents complained about the buildings' look, 

for instance: some residents were unhappy by the 

wooden grates which would be installed on the 

balconies’ windows after the renovation. 

 

One of the reasons why residents were not willing to trust “Mercatus” was noise which 

renovation could cause. Residents worried about noise which workers could cause being 

inside the buildings (see part 1, table 7). Many residents who lived in buildings were elderly 

people. So, they were not able to leave the buildings during the renovation. Consequently, 

noise or dust became the distrust factors for some of them: 

  

“So, I sat with the woman. I asked her: why are you so negative18? Do you have any problems 

with “Mercatus”? She said no, I haven’t but I don’t want to live two years with noise and 

dust!”, (Resident 1, personal interview, 2019).  

… 

“I don’t like dust, I don’t like noise but I know it is not possible without it. My biggest 

problem is that I have to work here. So, I can’t concentrate if there were so much noise. I 

write books and I have to concentrate. So, this is a little bit problem for me. I think maybe I 

can go anywhere else”, (Resident 2, personal interview, 2019). 

… 

“Me: Do you have any worries about this building during the time it will be restored?  

Woman: Damage and noise.  

Me: What about damage? 

                                                
18 Negative about the renovation.  
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Woman: When a man work. There will be … Wallpapers. They go in and they could damage 

walls! …”, (Resident 3, personal interview, 2019).  

… 

“And also everyone is going to sleep from one to three in the afternoon when they make 

noise. My wife is also going to sleep. She goes to bed from one to three”, (Resident 4, 

personal interview, 2019).  

 

The given information showed that noise and dust were the inconveniences for some of 

residents. This also influenced the trust application procedure of “Mercatus”. Some residents 

had to work at home or go midday sleep when the renovation would take place. 

Consequently, the renovation could trigger distrust among these residents. However, the 

employees of “Mercatus” thought about it by stating:  

 

“For that people we have some places where they can go, for instance: there you Arnoldas 

and Nora19 staying and they can experience less noise”, (Leijten, personal interview, 2019). 

 

“Mercatus” thought of how to solve the issue of noise by providing flats for residents who 

were willing to relocate themselves regarding noise when the renovation took place. Besides 

noise, other distrust factors were also noticed, such as additional expenses, which residents 

had to cover by themselves. The following information was gathered during the interviews 

with residents: 

 

“Resident: My question was if you have to buy the cooking pans? If you have to buy by 

yourself or is it covered? 

Me: Is it a problem for you to buy? 

Resident: It is expensive.  

Me: Do you know how much is it cost? 

Resident: I don’t know. Induction is rather expensive and sometimes brokers have deals but 

will they be good, I don’t know”, (Resident 1, personal interview, 2019).   

… 

“Me: What do you think about the inductive pans? 

Resident: Some are very expensive!  

                                                
19 The housing cooperative “Mercatus” provided for two of us (Nora and me) the free of charge apartment in 
which we stayed implementing our research. It was the two rooms flat very close to the research area - the four 
social housing apartments.  
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Me: Is it a problem for you? 

Resident: Well… I think they will come by the whole set because I can’t afford it.  

Me: Did you say it for X20? 

Resident: Yea. X said X has to look into it because the cost already so much …”, (Resident 2, 

personal interview, 2019). 

… 

“Me: Do you know that the bills after the renovation will be 25 euros bigger?  

Resident: Do I have to pay as well? I can’t pay very much because I do not earn a lot of 

money.  

Me: Twenty-five euros plus is a lot for you? 

Resident: Every 25 euros is a lot!”, (Resident 3, personal interview, 2019).   
 

The stated information showed that additional expenses were an issue that later could be 

transformed into distrust. However, some residents stressed that the possible expenses were 

not so big as it could look from the first glance. The instance about that is stated below:  

 

“Me: Is it expensive to buy inductive pans? Some people mention that it is. As “Mercatus” 

says: the problems which are small for them are huge for residents …  

Resident: Yea, but people forget. They think it is a huge problem but if you go to “Hema” 

which is a very normal shop in Holland. It is the most Dutch shop possible! You buy one of 

the less expensive pans, just one of the less expensive. It is also possible to use for induction. 

So, what are you talking about?”, (Resident 1, personal interview, 2019).  

 

The diverse residents’ opinions related to the additional expenses existed. Twenty-five euro 

bigger bills after the renovation or expenses related to the inductive pans caused concerns for 

some residents. These concerns later could be transformed into distrust. Meanwhile, others 

did not perceive problems with additional expenses.  

 

Moreover, some residents raised the issues related to the new wooden grates, which were 

going to be installed on the balconies’ windows after the renovation (see part 3, table 7). 

Some residents worried that they would not be able to move the new wooden grates after the 

renovation (no sliding effect). As a result, the rooms would be always dark. The given 

residents’ opinions about this issue stated below: 

 

                                                
20 One of the employees of the housing cooperative “Mercatus”. The name is hidden due to confidentiality. 
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“Resident: The woman had problems with grates in the balcony.  

Me: She did not like it?  

Resident: Yea because she thought she did not have much space anymore. She thought she 

can’t move it.  

Me: This is in balcony, right?  

Resident: Yes, three of them. But you can move them from here to here and you can move 

them till that space. So from here you can see everything. It is not a problem, but for her it is”, 

(Resident 1, personal interview, 2019) 

… 

“Resident: The problem is grates. Wooden thing.  

Me: How do you want that it would be installed?  

Resident: People think that you can’t put it on the rails but I don’t want it.  

Me: Sliding stuff? 

Resident: My wife thinks that you can’t slide them. So, if it is not sliding, I don’t want them.  

Me: Because you will not see sun? 

Resident: Not only sun but also the street, everything!”, (Resident 2, personal interview, 

2019). 

 

The wooden grates on the balconies’ windows served as the distrust factor. Some residents 

thought that the grates would not slide. However, “Mercatus” employees informed that the 

installed grates on the balconies would slide, and residents would not have any problems. 

This information was not reached by some residents. 

 

To sum up, the main residents’ distrust factors towards “Mercatus” were recited in this 

section. The residents’ distrust factors were comprised of: noise, additional expenses and 

wooden grates. These three distrust factors appeared as the most repetitive during the 

interviews with residents. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
The final part of the thesis reflects the presented data. Firstly, all the research points are 

summarized in the section of discussion and conclusion. Secondly, the main issues which 

appear implementing the research are outlined in the section of limitations. In addition, the 

main suggestion for further research is stated in the section of suggestions for further 

research. Finally, the main advice of how to improve the interaction process among the 

involved stakeholders is outlined in the section of recommendations.  

 

5.1. Discussion and conclusion  
 
The master thesis focused on the renovation project of the four social housing apartment 

complexes in Emmeloord, the Netherlands. The dimension of sustainable buildings was one 

of the most important aspects of the renovation project in Emmeloord, the Netherlands. The 

main intention of the renovation project is to get rid of CO2 making the buildings greener. The 

main six stakeholders were involved in this project to make the renovation project successful, 

namely: the housing cooperative “Mercatus”, an energy network company “Alliander”, the 

consultancy based company “Hydrogen Institute”, an energy network operator “Gasunie”, the 

“Noordoostpolder municipality” and the residents of the four social housing apartment 

complexes. Due to limited scope of the thesis as well as limited resources, the 

“Noordoostpolder municipality” and “Gasunie” are not included in the research.  

 

The research results reveal the trust application peculiarities of the involved stakeholders. 

Different stakeholders develop trust with each other differently. Firstly, “Mercatus” is the 

only stakeholder that created the trust establishment strategy towards residents. The trust 

strategy of “Mercatus” developed gradually, carefully thinking about all the implementation 

points. The main intention of “Mercatus” was to present the possible renovation value for 

residents. The employee of “Mercatus” stated that this company had a bad image among the 

residents. So, an important goal of this housing cooperative was to regain trust from 

residents. In order to do so, “Mercatus” arranged face to face meetings in residents’ 

apartments to stimulate residents thinking about the renovation. Furthermore, face to face 

meetings served as the relevant tool to get to know residents’ demands and wishes towards 

the renovation. Later, the joint meetings took place between residents and “Mercatus” 
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employees’ in the “Pro Rege” church in Emmeloord. The main joint meetings’ intention was 

to introduce residents with the renovation plan and communicate the gathered residents’ 

thoughts about the renovation. In such a way, the employees of “Mercatus” wanted residents 

to improve their opinion towards “Mercatus”. Finally, residents had to vote for or against the 

renovation. More than eighty percent of residents' votes were given for the renovation. There 

is a chance that positive renovation results would not be reached without “Mercatus” 

employees’ efforts to influence the opinions of residents. “Mercatus” employees wanted to 

portrait their company as the one that cares about their customers. Consequently, this was 

reached by investing time and money for the trust strategy which “Mercatus” applied to 

residents. 

 

In addition, the trust application of residents towards “Mercatus” was also discussed in the 

thesis. Some residents applied trust to “Mercatus” thinking about logical arguments. Others 

built trust by the principle of emotional security. Firstly, residents thought about what kind of 

economical value the renovation could bring for them? This aspect had a huge impact on the 

trust application of residents. Residents started to apply calculative trust when they had 

perceived the tangible renovation profit, for instance: the renovation would make their 

apartments better to live in. In addition, the dimension of sustainability played an important 

role in the calculative trust application by residents to “Mercatus”. Some residents were 

going to collaborate with the housing cooperative if “Mercatus” considered how to make the 

apartments greener. Meanwhile, the trust development of other residents was more influenced 

by the relationship aspect, emotional security or personal attention. Some residents applied 

normative trust to “Mercatus” as they had a personal relationship with this company’s 

employees. Moreover, some residents were more willing to cooperate with “Mercatus” 

applying affective trust that was grounded in emotional security. Summarizing, the main 

three factors played an important role in the trust development process of residents to 

“Mercatus”, namely: the tangible renovation profit, the personal relationships and the 

emotional security between residents and “Mercatus”.  

 

The research also revealed the trust development process between the energy network 

company “Alliander” and the private consultancy based company “Hydrogen Institute”. The 

trust process between the stakeholders comprised of eight points. It started with the first 

introduction meeting and ended with the “Alliander” decision to leave the project. All the 

trust process between the parties developed gradually. Firstly, the joint meeting among all the 
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involved stakeholders took place in the “Mercatus” office in Emmeloord. Later, the first face 

to face meeting between “Alliander” and ‘Hydrogen Institute’ took place in Amsterdam. 

These meetings helped to establish the first contact between the parties. The main 

communication tools between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” were emails and phone 

calls. Instead of agreeing on weekly face to face meetings, the communication process lacked 

personal connection that strongly hindered the establishment of trustworthy relationships.  

 

On the one hand, the “Alliander” trust development process towards ‘Hydrogen Institute’ was 

grounded in the calculative trust principle. “Alliander” started to apply calculative trust to 

“Hydrogen Institute” when the participation value of this company was perceived in the 

project. The “Alliander” employees’ rationality revealed through the consideration of 

“Hydrogen Institute” participation value in the project. In addition, the doubts which 

“Alliander” said about the “Hydrogen Institute” also demonstrated the rationality of 

“Alliander” employees. Finally, the evaluation of feasibility studies showed that “Alliander” 

applied calculative trust to “Hydrogen Institute”. The research data showed that “Alliander” 

applied calculative trust to “Hydrogen Institute” during all the collaboration time.    

 

On the other hand, the trust development process of “Hydrogen Institute” towards 

“Alliander” was different. Emotional security and relationship strength were the most 

important aspects for “Hydrogen Institute” collaborating with “Alliander”. This was strongly 

influenced by the fact that “Alliander” was the main sponsor of the feasibility study that was 

prepared by ‘Hydrogen Institute’. “Alliander” wanted to get a high-quality product paying 

money for ‘Hydrogen Institute’. Thus, the calculative trust type was chosen by “Alliander” as 

the most convenient tool to achieve the targets. However, the “Hydrogen Institute’s” 

perception of the project was different. The positive feelings such as willingness from the 

“Alliander” side to make the project successful were expected. However, the lack of personal 

face to face meetings strongly hindered the application of affective trust by ‘Hydrogen 

Institute’. In the end, “Hydrogen Institute” sent the feasibility studies to “Alliander”, not 

including all the information had. It was done due to the lack of affective trust. “Hydrogen 

Institute” did not feel confident to include all the information, which was gathered during the 

research time. This situation unconditionally affected the relationship development between 

stakeholders. “Alliander” partially left the project due to the poor quality of feasibility studies 

that were prepared by “Hydrogen Institute”.  
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Finally, some distrust factors were also found in the thesis. The distrust factors were found 

analyzing the communication process between residents and the housing cooperative 

“Mercatus”. Residents mention that noise and their property damage stimulate negative 

feelings towards the renovation. In addition, the other distrust factors were: possible expenses 

related to inductive pans, bigger household bills after the renovation. The employees of 

“Mercatus” had to find a way to convince residents about the potential value of the 

renovation. This was important to do to make the renovation project successful. 

 

Summarizing all the points, the research supported the statement that the renovation project 

should be treated as a complex matter. Special attention should be given not only for the 

management of a project, including a budget and work distribution but also soft skills such as 

communication. This is illustrated by the fact that the energy network company “Alliander” 

partially left the project due to miscommunication with the “Hydrogen Institute”. In addition, 

this research supports the argument that the trust application is crucial in any kind of project. 

The renovation project would not be implemented without trust. Talking about the 

Emmeloord project, trust appears when an agent X risky relies on an agent Y. This is done 

based on the expectation that an agent Y performs a particular action correctly. The trust 

process of “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute” can be mentioned here. “Alliander” decided 

to sign the collaboration contract with “Hydrogen Institute” and other stakeholders despite 

some logical doubts. “Alliander” believed that “Hydrogen Institute” would prepare the job 

(feasibility studies) correctly. This example proposes the main trust idea itself: X risky relies 

on Y believing in Y intentionally good performance.  

 

5.2. Limitations 
 
The present case study has several limitations. First of all, the barrier of language exists. The 

research language was English. However, the research was conducted in the country in which 

Dutch was the first language. This means that some deviances were possible regarding the 

language barrier. Some Dutch interviewers were not able to express themselves directly as 

they wanted, searching the right words. As a result, this had an impact on the gathered data. 

 

Secondly, not all stakeholders were included in the research. The main six stakeholders were 

involved in the renovation project in Emmeloord. In light of the thesis research time and 

scope restrictions, I did not include an energy network operator “Gasunie” and the 
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“Noordoostpolder municipality”. This made my present study narrower, not having the 

complete picture on the case. 

 

Finally, the time framework served as the other limitation. I started to research from 

November 2018 attending the first joint meeting between “Alliander” and “Mercatus” 

employees in Emmeloord. However, I had to follow the whole renovation project 

development from its start (middle of 2017) to complete the in-depth study analysis. The fact 

that I followed only half of the renovation project development process had an impact on the 

gathered data.   

 

5.3. Suggestions for further research 
 
My main suggestion for further research is to further explore the trust development process of 

all six stakeholders towards the renovation project. The master thesis focused on the trust 

development process of the four stakeholders, which were involved in the renovation project. 

However, some common trust development peculiarities would be useful to find among all 

the six stakeholders, not dividing them into separate groups. The researcher who has good 

Dutch language skills can do it.   

 

5.4. Recommendations for the involved stakeholders in the research  
 
The main four recommendations, including two for the housing cooperative “Mercatus”, one 

for the energy network company “Alliander” and one for the private based consultancy firm 

“Hydrogen Institute” are formulated. The guidance of how to improve the trustworthy 

relationships among the four stakeholders are presented below:  

 

1)   The employees of “Mercatus” should carefully present all the information related to 

the renovation for their customers (residents). This is important in order to establish 

trustworthy relationships and avoid misunderstandings in the future. Based on the 

gathered data, the employees of “Mercatus” presented the case of electricity as one 

hundred percent green for residents. The distrust can be caused if residents find out 

that energy from fossil fuels will be still needed using electricity in their apartments. 

Honest relationships should be established between residents and “Mercatus” without 

information hiding.  
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2)   The employees of “Mercatus” should pay special attention to the communication 

process with residents. Miscommunication was noticed between “Mercatus” and 

residents. Some residents misunderstood the information about the wooden grates, 

which would be installed on the balconies’ windows. Residents got the impression 

that the wooden grates would not slide. However, the housing cooperative’s 

employees stated that the grates would slide. Consequently, the employees of 

“Mercatus” should pay attention to the process of information deliverance to their 

clients. This is important to avoid miscommunications in the future.   

 

3)   The employees of “Alliander” should be more flexible communicating with 

“Hydrogen Institute”. The research results showed the lack of personal connection 

between “Alliander” and “Hydrogen Institute”. “Alliander”, as a bigger and more 

powerful company, has to invest more time establishing a personal connection with 

their partners. This is possible to do by having regular face to face meetings with 

‘Hydrogen Institute’. Based on the research data, the employees of “Alliander” were 

not motivated to have face to face meetings with ‘Hydrogen Institute’. The main 

reasons were related to location and time. Emmeloord was too far away from the 

“Alliander’s” location. However, this issue can be solved by finding alternatives.   

 

4)   The employees of “Hydrogen Institute” should show more efforts to find out their 

customers’ demands. The results of the research showed that the expectations of 

“Alliander” related to the feasibility study were different in comparison with 

“Hydrogen Institute”. The employees of “Hydrogen Institute” should invest more 

time to find out their customers’ demands to avoid misunderstandings. This was 

already possible to do by double-checking with “Alliander” if the feasibility study 

met expectations. The employees of ‘Hydrogen Institute’ could ask detailed questions 

or sent the draft version of the final presentation for their colleagues. In such a case, 

both parties would be sure that the final results of the research met the expectations.   
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